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By RON NORMAN 
[Staff Writer)
After surviving the mercurial 
rise in housing prices in the latter 
part of the 1970s virtually un­
scathed, the peninsula has joined 
'Victoria and the lower Mainland 
as one of the most expensive 
housing markets in Canada.
In the last six months, housing 
prices on the peninsula have 
jumped an unbelievable 50 to 60 
per cent. A standard two or three 
bedroom home with basement 
that cost $60,000 to $65,000 six 
months ago, now runs anywhere 
from $85,000 to more than 
$100,000.
And real estate forecasters are 
predicting an even bleaker future 
for anyone looking for a home on 
the peninsula. “I don’t see any 
downturn at the present time,” 
says Ray Ronsley, president of the 
Victoria Real Estate Board.
Sidney Realty’s John Bruce — 
acknowledged by his peers as one 
of the most informed real estate 
men on the peninsula — agrees. 
“I would hate to be a young 
couple trying to get into the 
market today.” /
The Canadian dream of a home 
and two-car garage has quickly 
become the impossible dream on 
the peninsula.
And to darken the situation, 
Bruce says that if a young couple 
can come up with the money to 
purchase their dream home, it’s 
unlikely the home will be available 
because the market is as tight as a 
drum.:,';
‘‘It’s very much a seller’s 
' rharket right now,” he says.
; ‘‘There is a very, very limited 
supply of homes .”
To give an idea just how limited 
the supply is, Ronsley said the 
Greater Victoria multiple listing 
service usually lists 1,000 to 1,200 
pieces of property — and 
sometimes as many as 1,800. 
“Right now we’re . sitting at 
550,” he says. That means only 
550 pieces of property on the 
market for the whole of Greater
Victoria, including the peninsula.
Ronsley adds that once you 
exclude commercial properties, 
pieces of land without buildings, 
and areas of the city you just 
aren’t interested in, there isn’t 
much of a selection.
“You can imagine how many 
choices you have in a given price 
range,” he says. ‘‘If we say the 
prices aren’t going to go down, 
it’s because the houses aren’t 
"there:”
But Bruce says such a situation t
can be frustrating for-sellers as r 
well as buyers, because sellers may 
have a very difficult time finding 
another home to purchase in the 
specific area.
He advises against putting your 
house on the market unless you 
have something else in mind —
like an apartment or moving out 
of the area.
If you don’t, you may just lose 
all that money you made on your 
big sale. Bruce says with the 
volatile market and prices rising 
by 50 per cent in just half a year, 
homeowners who wait for two or 
three months to find another 
place after selling their home 
could very well see their buying 
power eroded in thaftime.
Ronsley also sees problems 
ahead : for anyone f-waiting ; for- ^ 
mortgage interest rates to drop 
before purchasing a horne./ He T 
says by the time that happens, 
housing price.s will have increased 
so much The higher rates would 
have been a bargain. o
By the time the rates drop, the 
demand for housing increases so
much it drives prices even higher, 
Ronsley says. Instead, some 
homebuyers are taking the higher 
rates for only a one-year term, 
buying a hope now and hoping 
that when the year ends rates vvill 
have dropped again.
Bruce says it was the rise in 
interest rates and their subsequent 
: fall that sparked the incredible 
; increase in peninsula, housing 
prices just six months ago. Until 
then, The peninsula hadn’t really 
.uabeen Touched by.The outrageous; 
Jiousing price increases;^^"- :' C^^
He called the present situation 
“unhealthy”, and said as interest 
rates continue to rise the market 
will slow down, but when rates 
drop again — predicted To be 
sometime in the spring — another 
price hike will follow.
Bruce says most buyers today 
pay cash because mortgages are 
nearly impossible to obtain. In 
order to qualify for a $100,000 
mortgage at the present interest 
rates the buyer would have to 
have a gross annual income of 
$60,000, Bruce said.
Ronsley said most homebuyers 
wouldn’t have $100,000, but 
might put down about $25,000 
and carry a $75,000 mortgage. 
But even at that, the buyer would 
find payments stiff,,he said. ; “T 
Amortized pver 25 years at 14:5 
per cent, the buyer would face a 
mortgage of $907 a month in 
additionTo taxes — and in order 
to even qualify for a mortgage, 
payments must not be more than 
one-third the monthly income.
So who can afford homes at
that price? Ronsley says the 
majority of homebuyers are 
people within the community 
selling one home and moving to 
another. But he acknowledged 
that there is a significant per­
centage of buyers from outside 
the province — particularly from 
Alberta.
And the biggest demand is for 
homes on the lower end of the 
.scale — about the $80,000 mark, 
but Glen John of Sparling Real 
Estate says, ‘‘You’re doing real 
well” if you can find anything 
under $80,000 on the peninsula.
Meanwhile, both Bruce and 
Ronsley disagreed that real estate 
salesmen had anything to do with 
the inflationary spiral of housing 
prices.
Bruce said it’s his job to obtain 
the best possible Irice for the 
home seller. ‘‘We aren’t driving 
prices up ourselves,” he said, and 
instead .pointed to “external 
influences” such as sky-high 
demand and limited supply.
Ronsley agreed. ‘‘We’re 
charged with the responsibility of 
obtaining the best possible market 
price for the people we 
represent.” ,
He said it wouldn’t make sense 
for a real estate salesman to in­
flate the price unnecessarily. If we 
had a home to .sell at $80,000 our 
commjs.sion would be $5,000. 
Why would we jeopardize a sale 
for $90,000 when our commission 
would only.increase $500, he said.
He added that salesmen don’t 
inflate the price — buyers do. For 
the first lime ever, offers are being 
submitted in excess of the asking t
price,jie said.'-
“‘People think we tfre kidding “ 
when we say you better; put in ; 
i ;>;Our “est offer now because there “ 
are pienty of people behind you:” “
The situation won’t be gefting 
any , better, says Ronsley and 
Bruce, because resale homes—- T 
which make up the bulk of the 
market — are still very limited, 
and new homes are slow in 





- the top —
The United Way campaign in 
Sidney —• and North Saanich has 
already exceeded what was achieved 
. Iasi year by 23 per cent, says to Joe 
Landon, executive director of the 
campaign for Greater Victoria.
* “It has been a tremendous 
campaign in Sidney and North 
Saanich,” he said.
Total figures so far stand at 
$30,284 for the urea and money is 
still coming in until the end of 
December.
By CAROL BERGER 
[Staff Writer]
B.C. Hydro is willing to adjust line 
routings for the 230 kilovolt Pike 
Lake transmission line but Hydro 
vice-president Charles Nash says, “it 
won't be the most acceptable but the 
least objectionable” route,
“Everybody wants to come here,” 
he .said, “They want electricity as 
much as anyone else who lives here.”
Nash, with H.C. Hydro land use 
and resource supcrvi.sor Ross 
McCarlie, met with Centrul Saanich 
Mayor Dave Hill, aldermen and 
some 40 residents Monday to discuss
ro s cr
the line,
Nash said provision of the 230 kv 
line will satisfy energy requirements 
well beyond the year 2010. If reliable 
electrical service is to continue on the 
peninsula the Keating substation 
must be in service by late 1983 he 
said.
Ted CTayards, for Central Saanicli 
Ratepayers’ Association, questioned 
need tor the line and requested an 
independent survey on energy 
requirements be undertaken, po.ssibiy
by the University of B.C.
“UBC staff arc no more com­
petent than B.C. Hydro’s,” replied 
Nash.
“Any difference in forecasts 
would be immaterial in the long 
run,” he said. “A change in forecast 
will not mean that that line will go 
away — I’m afraid it’s not that 
simple.”
Claude Butler of Central Saanich 
asked why the main distribution 
centre for power must be in the
municipality,
“We’re looking way, way ahead,” 
said McCarlie adding, the Capital 
Regional District is planning for a 
population of 38,000 on the 
peninsula by 1996.
“Granted it’s only crystal ball 
gazing to .some extent but we’ve got 
to go to the higher voltage,” he said.
“We have to think of 20 or 30 
years from now and polish up that 
crystal bail.”
McCarlie said current 60,000 volt
lines will not handle the load capacity 
by 1983.
When questioned on the 
depreciation of land values where the 
line is located, McCarlie said B.C. 
Hydro studies have proven “there 
arc always people on the market 
ready and waiting to buy tho.se lots at 
a premium.” Lots were usually 
slightly larger and buyers could “run
Contiiuied on Page 2
t't'.
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People can go without all kinds of necc.ssities throughout the year 
but when Christmas comes along someliow their need.s, the poverty 
they’ve endured, are magnified to form a ml,scry, a woe too clccp for 
tears,
For the Christmas season only serves to highlight poveiiy, 
ill health, unemployment, misfortune, The binzing lights in the 
stores packed with Christina,s goods, the seasonal music and carols, 
the smiling, well-fed faces of shoppers who have iio financial care 
must seem to mock those who have nothing, who face Christmas 
wholly dependent on the charity and goodwill of others. And 
perhaps not even that.
If you want to bring some Joy into another's life and family — 
here’s the plan, this Christmas the Sidney Review is working with 
Sidney Lions Club and Dorothy Perry, co-ordinator of the Victoria 
Christmas Bureau, to help provide food, money and some cheer to 
needy people in Sidney, North Saanich and Central Saanich, in­
cluding lire Indian leservcs,
Please bring a donation of food or money (no clothes or toys 
please) to The Review of Ficc on 3rd Street, Members of Sidney IJons 
will flHiver cn«h find Christnifis gondlrs fn frimilins who'si* names 
appear on lists supplied by human rcsoiirces, church groups, etc.
Perry tells us this year there arc more people in need than ever 
before.
So please help.
Supporied by a 17-signaturc 
pelilion, the Tseycum Indian Band 
asked North Saanich council 
Monday night to protect Indian 
burial grounds at Nymph Point in 
T.schum Harbor from further 
developmeni. ,
Tire harbor area, including Nymph 
Point, is the centre of a dcvelopmeni 
conlroversy with North Saanich 
Marina Lid, proposing a marina'
expansion and 2()-home subdivision 
in return for a $1 million parkland 
donaiiori 10 the municipality,
fart of that parkland donation 
svould include the Nymph Point 
burial groiinds.
The petition explained:"This area 
is I ecogni/ed by our Saanich elders as 
being a village ihai was utilized by a 
number of families.
“Some of those families have since 
been relocated, either by inlluencc 
or leriuesi from government or 
various religious leaders, but still 
maintain a concerned interest in this 
ptirlieulararea.” :
cTiu; pelilion called for an end to 
“further di.sturbancc or develop- 
tnent” at the burial grounds. n
Mayor Eric SherWood explained
that he has advised band manager 
F.lidnc Bill to contact the proper 
department of the provincial 
government.
Council agreed to send the petition 
to the pro|)cr government depart­
ment as well, pointing out the 
municipal heritage advisory corn- 
initice has already designated Nymph 
I’oini a heritage site and recommends 
the area be protected.
o/t/ie
Claude Butler, 7074 Brent­
wood, has been named Central 
Satinich I.ions Chib’s 1980 citizen 
of the year. Butler was presented 
vviili a special plaque during an 
award ceremony last week,
I.,i(»n Ron Tidman said Butler 
• head of Butler Brothers 
supplies iTd. — was cfioscn as llic 
person “we consider has done' the 
rnosi over the years to be of 
'.erticf'to ftu’* rnmitmnitv; ” 
Tidman pointed out Butler has 
been a lifetime resident of Cetitral 
Saanich and “instrumeninl in 
sponsoring or supporting m.'tny 
minor league sports,” including
baseball, soccer and lacros.se.
“At present, through his 
company, he is .spon.soring tm 
Indian ladies* softball team, and a 
hockey iciim in Sooke.” fidman 
.said,
Butler has alwuy.s been in­
terested in rnecluuiical inventions 
— fiom the speed boat he raced 
during tiie depression to the 
macliincry lie lias invented to aid 
ill,' forest indtisTry, T‘i,Ininn >,aid
“He lias been active in ilie'' 
sports car association and on a 
weekend the gravel pit roars to tlie 
engine',' of sport*; car', or trail 
bikes,”
fidmiin said Butler has also Imd 
a liiind in tite hospital board 
“from tlie Rest haven days to 
diicolor of the board of Saanich 
I'cninsnltt Hospital. He has also 
been active with Sminichion Fair' 
since its ineepiion.”
.‘ss util, TIdm.m iiuicU Bullet 
— who is modest about his 
comrilniiious has contrilmied a 
lelevisiprl set everv vear to the 
handlcitpped,
“Because of these personal 
comribiitioms, l : would like to 
present ihi.s i',l.,iquc tu CI.hkIc 
Butler,” Lidinan said,
Claude
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OPEN DAILY FOR 
LUNCH a DINNER 
ICioted Tu«i. I
2558 Sevan Ave., 
Sidney











1 Daily 8:30 am to 4 p.m.
656-2398
dp . 656-5331
901B-4th St.. Sidney 
• CHICKEN eRIBS • BURGERS 
• SOFT ICE CREAM 
Mon, lo Fri. 11-8 




OPEN DAILY 11 A.M. 
lor
. FINE CANADIAN & 
CHINESE FOOD









liaking at Old 
I f'ashioned Prices.
Open
^ 7 Days A Week-
, 8' Licensed 7^ a.m. • 8 p.m. • 
652-1192
Specialising in Chinese 
S Canadian Food
OPEN: MON.-THURS. 4^' • MIDNIGHT 
FRI.'Sat. 4"' • 1 a.m. 
SUNDAY 4'' ■ 8" p.m. 
Delivery with minimum order.
2493 Beacon Ave. 656-3944
IN “THE PUB” 
Hotel Sidney 
Seafood & Burgers 
11 a.m. tu Midnight
Sidney 
Fish & Chips
Tuas. Thru Sot. 11:30 • 1:30 noon 
4:30 • 7:30 p.m. 
Sunday 4:30 * 7:00 p.m. 
Clo&od Monday
9807 - 4th St., Sidney 
656-6722 takeout
North Saanich Aid. Jay Rangel seiz ed notice 
Monday night he is going to seek a freeze on all 
future development in the Curteis Point area until 
traffic problems at the intersection of Tryon 
Road and the Pat Bay Highway have been solved.
Calling the intersection “the most urgent 
traffic problem in the district’’, Rangel said it is 
“unconscionable’’ to permit the Curteis Point 
population to increase significantly until the 
situation has been resolved.
The motion to halt all development will be put 
to council at its Dec. 15 meeting.
Rangel — who lives in the Curteis Point area — 
called the problem “a matter of urgency” and 
pointed out that ferry traffic is increasing all the 
time in that area of North Saanich.
“The introduction of the Queen of Oak Bay 
and possibly the Queen of Surrey, both of which 
embark 362 cars, to service on the Tsawwassen- 
Swartz Bay route presents yet a further worsening 
of an already grave situation,” he said.
“In addition, both the Queen of Victoria and
Queen of Vancouver are scheduled for conversion 
to. add an additional car deck exacerbating this • 
problem even more” by increasing car capacity 
from 192 to 400.
Rangel suggested three solutions:
«An overpass from Tryon Road to Lands End 
Road directing southbound traffic from Curteis 
Point to a merging lane on Pat Bay Highway.
•The extension of southbound Swartz Bay 
Road past Cedar Grove Marina to MacDonald 
Park Road, thus providing a service road for an 
exit.
•The extension of Dunn Road in a northerly 
direction to provide access to Canoe Cove Road, 
thus providing an alternative exit from Curteis 
Point.
But he said the eventual solution is the 
responsibility of the provincial government, and 
indicated that Aid. Jim Cumming, chairman of 
the public works committee, has already con­
sidered possible solutions and intends to present 





Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily 
Sunday Brunch 11:30 and 1:30 
7172 Brentwood Drive
652-2413
i JDeep Qlobc (llhali't j
i Open tor Lunch = 





(Closed for Luncti Tuesday) 
Wednesday Smorgasbord 
Dinner and





9776 - 4fh St. , Sidney
Behind the Post Office 
~ SPEOAnZtNG IN —
FISH a CHIPS 
Breakfast-lunch-dinner
Open Daily 7:30 AM - 7:30 PM 
Closed Sunday
Compist* Toke Out Sorvlco 
656-U21
Crystal baU
Continued from Page 1
ARDMORE GOLF COURSE, 930 Ardmore Dr. and West 
Saanich Road, Sidney
A cozy, 9-ho!er, ideal for fatriilies. Beautiful scenery and special 
twilight rates for 9-hole game. Clubs and cart rentals — picnic 
and barbecue facilities — swimming beach. Phone 656-4621.
,^ePaTff/c/^
ResiauRaNT
. . IN THE
IrAVeIoqq£
BEACON AVE.. SIDNEY. B.C.
The Finest in 
Family Dining
Open 7 a.m.-Midnight 
656-1176
i hotel SidneyFoot of Beacon Awe.
OCEAN VIEW
Try our famous salad bar 







BREAKFAST _ LUNCH 
Chln«to Food 
At Rpasonoblv Prlcas . 
-Pick Up-Toke Out
2470 Beacon Ave. 656-1812
BRENTWOOD INN, 7172 Brentwood Drive, Brentwood. 
652-2413.
The late Francis 
Xavier Richter, long­
time Boundary-Simil- 
kameen MLA, was 
honored Sunday at St. 
Stephen’s Anglican 
Church South Saanich.
THE PRAIRIE INN, corner Mt. Newton X Road and East 
Saanich Road. 656-1575
Relax by the fire and listen to live entertainment while playing 





: , West Soort
















Tues. to Fri. 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Saturday 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.
6564115
2359 BEACON AVE.
SIDNEY TRAVELODGE, 2280 Beacon Ave.,
Sidney. 656-1176
Fonz-ies Place every Friday and .Saturday night 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.. 
dunce to music of the ’50s fcaluring in the Lounge. Clyde 
Dickinson, guitar/vocalist. 8 p.m. to Midnight.
THE MARINERS’ MUSEUM—-A must to see when in Sidney 
— an Outstanding Maritime and Nautical Collection — located 
next to the Clipper Inn, 2554 Bevan. Phone 656-6633. 
Hours: Daily 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.; Sundays 1 to 4 p.m.
Closed Tuesday and Wednesday.
Rev. Ivan Putter 
dedicated a new silver 
chalice to the Glory of 
God and in loving 
memory of Richter.
Richter was MLA for 
the constituency for 
nearly 23 years and 
during that time minister 
of agriculture for eight 
years and minister of 
mines and petroleum 
resources and com­
mercial transport for 
four.
After retiring in 1975, 
he resided in Brentwood 
Bay until his death in
1977.
a poney for the kids on the lot,” he 
said.
Residents questioned Nash and 
McCarlie on plans to bring natural 
gas to the peninsula and were told the 
two energy sources were not com­
parable. Nash said any gas provided 
would displace oil usage and not 
electricity needs.
“Even if gas is installed by 1983 it 
would be a long time before the 
effects of that gas would be felt on 
electricity supplies,” Nash said.
As residents became more vocal in 
their opposition to the line’s routing 
across their individual properties, 
Nash told residents building of the 
line is not possible “without com- 
prornises”.
One of the main compromises is 
B.C. Hydro’s plans to go ahead with 
“an overhead solution” following 
the municipality’s statement that it 
cannot finance burial of lines at a 
cost of $5.5 million.
Hydro says it has no control over 
application of the power and 
telephone line beautification act. If 
Central Saanich desires cost sharing 
with other municipalities, “they must 
so convince their neighbors and reach 
an equitable arrangement with 
•Them'.”
As the act now stands. Central 
Saanich will be responsible for one- 
third of the burial costs, B.C. Hydro 
and the province responsible for the 
remainder.
Faced with the termination of 
burial plans, a 334-name petition was 
presented to B.C. Hydro opposing 
the preferred ACEG B.C. Hydro 
route running parallel to Keating 
Cross Road. Two hydro transmission 
pylons would then be placed within 
150 yards of the main corner leading 
to Buchart Gardens.
A suggested rerouting was easterly 
from point B to the V and S railway 
right-of-way north of Elk Lake and 
northward to the Veyaness sub­
station site. This would avoid the 
entire West Saanich Road-Keating 
Cross Road area.
“It is beyond the comprehension 
of this writer and of the signatories 
of this petition, however, why the 
entire burden of this project should 
be borne by Central Saanich,” wrote 
Eleanor Laniont of 1445 Benvenuto 
Ave.
From a planning point of view, 
McCarlie said he favors keeping the 
line on open land.
Nash said B.C. Hydro would 
return to residents with further 
alterations to the routing at a later 
date., 'i;:'-'
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HEAT PUMPS SAVE MONEY
FOR YOUR NEW HOME OR ADD ON TO YOUR EXISTING 
OIL OR ELECTRIC FURNACE SYSTEM
Let’s face it, the cost of energy is continually increasing, Look at this typical 




' 1981 $ 565 $ 562
1982 $ 663 $ 607
1983 $ 780 $ 655
1984 $ 916 $ 708
1985 $1077 $ 765













The above is based on an 8% annual cost increase lor electric energy and 17,5% for oil 
Total heat loss 44,370 DTUH. For this example,
GIVE US A CALL: find OUT HOW much YOU CAN SAVE. 
Freo Survey A oatimates
Wealhoilron*"’ 
Hoot Pump by GE
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A DUAL CONVERSION gives you Iho 
choice ol QAsS or PROPANE with the Fiick
ol a Switch! Got the economy and capacity 
ol Propane or the convenip - -
whenever you need It,
ilpnco of Qaa
• Farm • Commercial ® Private 
All work done to CGA and UL spocltlcatlons, 
SAFE, RELIABLE Installations
jstcoast
AfSarburctloii Co. Inc. fSrSKuSand
YOUR PROPANE VEHICLE 
CONVERSION CENTRE
6793*B Kirkpatrick Road, R,R.3, Victoria, D.C. V8X 3X1
Telephone
652-2814
r 'Em-- HI;:' - ■ H-.,■
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Housing plan opposed WEEKDAYS 9 - 9 SUNDAYS n - 9
Residents concerned over zoning changes 
ctf)posed plans for a three-storey condominium on 
Fifth Street at Sidney council’s public hearing 
Monday.
Mike Kipot of Kipot Construction Ltd. has 
applied for rezoning from residential to con­
dominium for a one-acre site nearBrethour Road.
While complying with Sidney’s community 
plan which designates the area for high density 
residential, residents appeared unaware of the 
plan’s provisions for up-zoning.
Michael Fee, 9903 Resthaven, said he’d bought 
his home in what he thought was a residential 
area, “not an apartment site.’’
Betty Barry, 9930 Resthaven, also spoke in 
opposition to the rezoning and requested the area 
be retained as residential.
Children and dogs were the major concern of 
Gordon Parker, 9917 Resthaven. When told the 
contractor had no legal right to prohibit either 
from living in the privately-owned con­
dominiums, Parker responded, “You mean 
people can have a big dog on the fourth floor and 
let it run up and down the elevator?’’
‘Parker’s suggested solution was a five to six- 
foot high wire fence “and keep your dogs and
children in your place.’ ’
Mayor Norma Sealey said all comments would 
be taken into consideration by council before 
making final decision at Monday’s council 
meeting but added, all regulations had been 
complied with by the contractor.
In other rezoning applications, Jim Akenclose 
of 9851 Resthaven opposed an application to 
rezone a lot between Fifth Street and James White 
Blvd. from residential to apartment use.
The rezoning would see construction of a 16- 
suite apartment with a 24-car parking lot.
Akenclose said the building would create a 
congested traffic area with both added traffic and 
children.
“As long as it conforms to legal requirements 
there’s really no way we can refuse it,’’ said 
Mayor Sealey.
No opposition was voiced to the United 
Church’s application for institutional zoning 
between Malaview and Fifth Street.
As well, no concern was raised over the Seventh 
Day Adventists’ application for rezoning from 
apartment to intermediary care on Mills Road.
The rezoning if passed, will allow construction 
to house 75 elderly who can no longer live at 
home but do not yet require hospitalization.
New group appointed
North Saanich council agreed Monday night to 
set up an environmental advisory commission 
made up of professional natural scientists residing 
within the municipality.
Aid. Jay Rangel, who initiated the commission, 
told council it would provide valuable in­
dependent professional advice and could interpret 
opinions handed down by other scientists.
Rangel said such commissions are already in 
place in other parts of Canada and council could , 
examine those examples before defining its 
commission’s terms of reference.
. He said council will need such a body when 
faced with making environmental decisions about 
areas such as Tsehiim Harbor and Canoe Bay.
He suggested the commission consist of six 
resident scientists and one council representative, 
and added that a similar commission should be 
considered by the Capital Regional District.
But Aid. Jim Cumming disagreed and said 
council doesn’t need any more advice. “We have 
it running out our ears.’’
The new commission would be council’s third 
advisory group, joining the advisory planning 
commission and the heritage advisory committee.
Central Saanich 
council gave its approval 
Monday night*to sup­
plementary letters patent 
providing for an increase 
in the borrowing 
authority of the Capital
jfewocifes 
survey
Recreation facilities in 
Central Saanich have 
been steadily increasing 
through recent years and 
the amount spent 
anually on recreation 
and cultural services in 
the district has risen 
from $1,000 in 1974 to 
$193,858 in 1980.
These facts were 
revealed recently by Aid. 
Dick Sharpe, recreation 
committee chairman, in 
response to comments 
made during Novem- 
■ber’s municipal election 
campaign.
Sharpe said that 
comments had been 
made referring to 
“minimal’’ parks and 
services in the area — an 
opinion to which he 
takes exception.
He told council 
Monday night the 1979 
parks inventory lists two 
district parks, nine 
neighborhood parks, 
five nature parks and 
four marine parks. The 
totiti value of these parks 
he estimated at $5.5 
million at current land 
prices.
• .Sharpe also criticized 
a recent Capital Region 
District report from a 
recreational consultant 
firm which completely 
omitted mention of 
Island View Marine 
Park.
Regional District.
The borrowing relates 
to the function of solid 
waste disposal from $1 
million to $2.2 million.
The consent of not 





member municipalities is 
necessary.
The purpose of the 
increase in borrowing 
authority is to permit the 
regional district to
proceed with con­
struction of ieachete 
treatment and re-cycling 
works at the Hartland 
Road sanitary landfill 
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Dec. 6th to Dec. 12th 
WIDE SELECTBON OF 
HAND-dSAFTED POHERY
2S% t® SO% ®ff
Plus display of fine stained glass pieces 
by local artist
HANDS & EARTH POHERY
Ruth & Lome Scott





Soup du lour 
or
Chef's Sulad 
CORNISH GAME HEN 
Stuffed with Wild Rice 
Froth Veeetebles 
Deep Dith Apple Pji 
Tee or Coffee '






per portoii "Stay with ui —
30 Beautifully Appointed Tudor Room#"
34)1.liAl.Nunlcn ll Hoop tia iUI
On fBlrltlu Pov Hlohwoy. S MlUt I.em f•)»¥
SUNDAY
BUFFET
11:30 -2:30 p.m. 
We will be carving 
a hip of beef 











RESULTING FROM SEWER BACKUP!
WE CAN PROVIDE 
COVERING INSURANCE 
FOR SUCH AN OCCURANCE. 
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CORNER OF 
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Sidney Island
It i.s curioiLS to observe the reaction of 
Dr. Peter Pearse to our story on Sidney 
Island last week. The Sidney Review has 
in its possession Pearse’s projected plans 
for the development of the island, which 
he currently has on option from owner 
Jack Todd. The documents include the 
gentleman’s prospectus to a potential 
purchaser, dated Oct. 12 and signed by 
Pearse, as well as balance sheets, in­
vestor’s proposal, etc.
These documents offer us some ideas 
on Pearse’s plan - or at least they did 
until he changed his mind about logging 
the island. For that is what the papers 
reveal - a plan to log (and intensive 
logging is assumed in one part of the 
documents) and to make some $3.33 
million over the first three years.
However, when Pearse discovered we 
were in receipt of these documents there 
was an abrupt change of attitude and 
plans. Now he assures us and the rest of 
the media, he simply wants a tree farm 
licence and does not intend to devastate 
the island.
And yet, according to those 
documents, that was the plan at one 
time. Just one month ago.
^ W glad tc hearof this change
dn attitude, althpugh we are slight. 
baffled inLjrying to understand how a 
Iman of his educaticn and background in 
. forestry could have failed to recognize 
the critical point about the deer on the 
island. There are close to 1,000 and 
; already they ’ re reduced to eating nettles; ■ 
^Reforestationafterloggingwouldn’t 
stand a chancey. since the deer would 
quickly gobble up the seedlings.
Forestry spokesman Jim Gilmour tells 
■ us there was a similar problem a few 
years ago on Hardwick Island when deer 
browsed the seedlings. It was a good 
example of how land which is capable of 
providing good wood can be eliminated 
tor a good few years - and suffer an 
economic loss.
It seems Pearse has a problem on his 
hands.
Ducks on mud flats off Martindale Road.
Ian Wije.S!nghe Photo
lissiiigiiiiiitiiiniEiiitiiiiiiiticitisiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiKisissis isKiitiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiigiiiiiiiissiiiiBigiiiiiiiiiiimi
Attend The Church ol Vour Choice This
Act now
We believe mo.st Canadians want the 
Gonslitution brought home as it is, 
witliout any changes or additions other 
than a temporary amending formula 
wliich will allow us the power to make 
chauge.s as we sec I'ii.
If you believe that, if ihat is what you 
as an individual, as a Canadian wish to 
sec, then you must speak tip and :be 
heard. Now. '
'File proposed federal resolution is 
asking the Briti.sh Farliaincni to write tlic 
rules that g<ivei'n us, And that’s just not 
j' good enough,;
As free Canadiiins, as independent 
; people, we should not fell the need to ask 
; Britain foi; further amendments,
' Canada West Foundation supports a 
■ Madedn-Cdinada .('oiistiiution. So: do 
we. 'Fhis would be a Coiislitulion for all 
of n.s. Matters of equalization and a 
ehartcr of riglits demand the voice of 
every concenuxl Can.adiart, so we must 
siieak now, 1 he coupon below gives you 
a voice,Mail ii today. liCanatlii West 










OEAR PRIIVIE WINISTEIl THATCHER:
r.oniJ I'tiv noiiMiiiitlnn honiit; as is. Pravlfln a 
it(;mpoi;iry arnenrilnij loirnnla, and sond ns the 
13NA Art oilujiwise uiicnantiiiri, Canadians ti'om 
coast tfi coa.M win makn iha diangos nocossary 
to dntnriiiino tuir luliirn * lioriii
ll'tank you, v . ,
Manic e,, C ,I .
City ;, d „ ...________ __
ri« V. 'll'
Time to speak out
I noted with interest your Nov. 19 editorial 
regarding a proposed referendum in Central 
Saanich on cost sharing of the Panorama Leisure 
Centre.
Your support for the holding of such a 
referendum in Central Saanich is well founded 
since residents of Central Saanich currently 
comprise approximately 35 per cent of the total 
use of the recreation complex (both facility use 
and participation in community recreation 
programs).
You reported that a petition favouring a 
referendum is currently being circulated by 
TRACS (Taking Recreation Action in Central 
Saanich) and that the petition now had over 700 
signatures. We are encouraged that there are so 
many Central Saanich residents favouring a 
referendum.
However, the Peninsula Recreation Com­
mission has decided not to actively promote a 
referendum in Central Saanich, realizing that it’s 
a Central Saanich issue. The commission’s in­
volvement could be considered by some as 
meddling in Central Saanich affairs.
The costs of operating the existing facility and 
programs, as well as the estimated costs of the 
proposed expansion to Panorama, can and will be 
made available now to anyone who is interested. 
Early in the new year the commission plans to 
hold public meetings and a TV pr^entation in 
Sidney and North Saanich to disseminate in­
formation on the proposed expansion.
Central Saanich residents who . feel stroiigly • 
about a referendum on cost sharing at Ptuto'rama 






Rags to riches, nobody to somebody, naivete to 
grave worldliness - Sidney Poitier’s vibrant 
autobiography-This Life- is above all a book of 
transformations, all of them recorded with a rare, 
sharp self-awareness.
Youngest child of a proud Bahamian farmer, 
Sidney .saw life go from plain to bleak when the 
family moved from Cat Island. So at 15, he was 
shipped lo relatives in Miami-where he met the 
Klan, couldn’t keep a job, and ran away...to 
World War II and fabled Harlem.
Disliwa.shing, sleeping on roofs, a sorry stint in 
the army, scmi-vagrancy — till the day he 
wandered inio an audition at the American Negro 
Theatre and, after reading one line, was told; 
”Boy, get off that stage...you can hardly 
talk...and you can liardly read.”
So a furious Sidney flattened his accent by 
buying a radio and repeating everything it .said; 
anti he made himself a literate dishwasher by 




From (he Dee. 2,11)20, lulition of The Review.
According to the returns available lust evening, 
Ml. M.B, Jackson, Liberal candidate, wa.s 
leading by 52 voles over Mr. Clark and by 182 
over Col, Carey,
Total vote to dale is -" Jackson, 530; Clark, 
478; Carey, 348. li '
; * ■ *
SO YEARS AGO!
I'rom llie Dee. 4,1030, edition of The Review,
The old huilding on Beacon Ave. between 
Simisier’s .Store and Local Beniiiy Parlor is being 
lorn down, removing an old landmark from the 
street. The building was erected in 1910 by Mr, 
Keirstead for a blucksmiili shop with tie* 
commodaiion for hoarders and roomers upstairs. 
At a later dale it was used for a picture show 
building and later as a garage.
40YKARS AGO!;
From the Dee, 4, 1940, edition of The Review.
Tlic Saanicli Cliariiy Ball held on Nov. 29 in the, 
Agiictihui.d Hall, Sa.iiiitlitttn, fulfilled all c,s- 
pcclations with about 700 persons attending.
J'lie h.ill wa.s effectively decorated with flags 
and bunting and behind tlie platform a scene ofa 
iteUl of grain was carried out by a grouping of 
foliage, grain and flowers, Lcn Acres’ Orchesirn 
provided ilte music for the dance program.
Sidney Island
in response to your lead story last week on our 
proposal for Sidney Island, I would be grateful if 
you will allow me space to provide your readers 
with some additional information.
Sidney Island is one of the jewels of the Gulf, 
and all of us who know it want to see it stay that 
way. I’m concerned that your article may have 
given the impression that we might be bent on 
despoiling it. My intention is just the opposite; 
I’ve spent all the time 1 could spare during the last 
six months trying to pul together some way of 
preservingit.
As you reported, my wife’s family has had a 
minor ownership interest in Sidney Island for 
three generations, so we know it rather well. Mr. 
Todd is the major owner, and he has had it up for 
sale for a couple of years now. The government 
has been pressured to buy it, but they finally 
decided last year to purchase only a piece to 
round out Sidney Spit Provincial Park. Since 
then, a number of developers have made more or 
less substantive overtures to buy the remaining 
private land, and for a time one group held an 
option which they ultimately dropped.
Some of us followed events with some ap­
prehension, because it seemed inevitable that 
sooner or later the island would be purchased 
either by a foreign consortium or by developers. 
Finally. a few months ago, I decided to take the 
initiative to see if it might be possible to put 
together a group to purchase it jointly.
1 am a forester and, with friends who are also 
interested in forestry; we recognized that the 
island is: a natural forest that is ideally suited to 
1 tre;e-;far|iing;. S;o,,tp-make:a long story short; we : 
: negotiatfed an qp owners; and we
hired appraisers,' foresters, accountants and
: Continued on Page 5
igiiigigiiiggiigiggggiggggigiggggggggigggggggggifgigigigii
The theatre, desperate for men, then 
grudgingly took him on; bits and touring quickly 
led to films. But a rising career brought many 
painful eyeopeners (filming in South Africa) and 
art soon became politics: TV work threatened by 
blacklisting; refusing certian roles (doing Porgy 
and Bess only so he could do The Defiant Ones); 
accepting derision as a button-down Uncle Tom.
And Poilicr is equally frank about personal 
turmoil; a troubled first marriage; a long, 
ironically doomed affair with Diahann Carroll; 
nine years of crucial psychoanalysis; and the final 
step into marriage with Joanns Shirnkus,
True, some fans might prefer more anecdotal 
movie chat. But Poiticr has decided to bear down 
on some of the things that really matter; and the 
result — delivered in an edgily unique voice (two 
pans stately preci.sion, one part bawdy street- 
corner jive) is one of ilic best books ever to have 
come out of Hollywood: direct, moving, warmly 
articulate, without titc sleazy shadow of press- 
ageiiiiy anywhere ill sight.
This Life i.s available from the Sidney-North 




From the Dec. 6,19S0 edition of The Review.
Ferry service linking l-ulford Hntbor on Salt 
Spring Island witli Swartz Bay will be provided by 
Gulf i.sland:i Ferry Co. Ltd,, a new organization 
headed by Gavin C. Mount, Garige.s realtor and 
George A. Maude, Fill ford mariner,
20 YEARS AGO:
From the Nov. ,30,1%0, edition of The Review.
Successful Canadian miiltor iind playwright, 
Roland Goodcliild Im.s come to Sidney to nt.akc 
Ills home on Dciin Park Road,
Mr. Goodchild has been closely associated with 
the'thisnire for lunriy years and looks back on an 
impressive list of awards and conimeiuhuions 
earned by various groups with which lu: has been 
ideniilicd. ii 
10 YEARS AGO:
From the Dee. 2,1970, edition of'Vhe Review.
Flames ravaged the basement “drop-in” tisod 
by Sidney lecnagcLS and damaged RCMP offices 
u.cihcad S,dn(d:ty nighi, Daiiuigcd is csiimutcd 
from $7,500 to SlO.OtX) and attributed to careless 
cigarette smoking,
Ahliongh it took 16 firemen only 10 minnlcsto 
knock down flames wiiich bellied from basement 
windows, any delay in attacking the fire Would 






Sun., Dec. 7 
9:45 a.m. Sunday
School for all ages 




Wed., Dec. 10 
7:30 p.m. Bible Study 
& Prayer Meeting








St. Andrew's Day Service 
Evensong with l-lymns
Priest in Charge:
Bp. F.R. Gartrell 
- A77-M9i \ ' ■
Anglican 
ST. ANDREW'S 
■ Third St., Sidney 
Sunday, Dec. 7 
.V AdventA-'
B:00 a.nr. ; ' .Communion 




Thursday, Dec. 11 
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Sun., Dec. 7 
9:30 a.m, MaitinsA
Junior Church 




ST. SIT I'HFN'S 
Sun., Dec. 7
ll'.OiV.iim. , : htiiul.u' 
St. hool
I 1:1 'i a.m, (.'ommitnjon
Rev. Iv.tn f uller 
652-21112 
Office 652-4:h i 
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Road.
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tlrcaklng of Bread
ALL Wf lC OME
For lntorm.ili()n C.ill 
652.3606
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Pastor Ernie Kratofil 
Phone 477-8478
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Sunday , Dec. 7
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Fiery hulk is brought under control by Sidney firefighter 
Doug Loney. Damage to the bulldozer was extensive after it 
burst into flames Thursday while clearing brush in Dean 
Park Estates off Barrett Drive. Firemen responded to call 
quickly and within minutes extinguished equipment owned 
by Peninsula Bulldozing, but it was some time later before 
fire truck could make its way out of mud-filled subdivision
site.
leiiiiDiitigiiiHgiiiiiuii
Confined from Page 4
letters iiigiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiii
lawyers to evaluate the land and its forestry 
potential; some of their findings you reported in 
, your article. Our preliminary conclusions were 
reasonably encouraging, so we began to plan a 
partnership to manage the island as a tree farm.
We are still working on it. We are not the “new 
owner”, as.your headline suggests, and we will 
have to solve a lot of difficulties before we can 
exercise our option. The partnership does not yet 
exist, the onerous financial arrangements have 
- not been resolved, and there are lots of other 
problems. But we hope we can put it all together, 
and if we do I’m sure a lot of people who feared 
that the island would be turned into a suburban 
development will be relieved, and so will those 
who want to see it kept intact, green and forested.
If we can obtain certification for a tree farm, 
which we hope to do, we will have to prepare and 
get governmental approval of plans to protect the 
forest from fire, for reforesting the areas that 
need it, and for a sustained yield plan. The latter 
will have to ensure that the lands are kept in 
healthy forest growth. •
Mr. Todd’s critical comments were a reaction 
to what you told him over the phone we were 
planning; not what I told him. He, or anyone else, 
would be justifiably upset about any plan to strip 
the island. Indeed, it was very roughly logged a 
few decades ago, and some of it stilT hasn’t 
recovered, and we don’t have to look very Tar 
. today to see crude logging operations. But that is 
certainly not what we are contemplating; on the 
contrary it’s our ambition to create a healthy, 
T well-managed, productive forest. ^ ^
Of course we would cut trees; a tree farm 
1 implies a continuing harvest which, over the long 
term, will be in balance with the growth of the 
forest. We have yet to design a detailed plan, but 
we will probably want to selectively cut some 
stands, to clear areas that have reverted to bush so 
we can plant seedlings, to thin overcrowded 
• stands and to harvest other stands as they mature. 
Those who are familiar with the forest estates 
in Scandinavia, Britain or Central Europe will
■ have a better idea of what can be done with good 
silvicultural practices. Unfortunately, we don’t 
have many good examples in this region yet, but 
many of our forest lands are well suited to it and 
I’ve no doubt it will come in time. Among us, we 
have quite a bit of talent for operating a tree 
farm, and we are ambitious enough to hope that 
we can create something of a model to demon­
strate what can be done.
Moreover, with timber values rising we hope to 
be able to show that, over the long term, good 
rore.stry can be profitable. The forestry
■ profession, the government and others keep 
•insisting that we must improve the management 
of our forest lands. 1 agree, and the sooner the 
Jictier for our forests, wildlife and appearance of 
IhcMancIscapc,
I'm sure that those of your readers who care 
about Sidney Island, a.s we do, want its ex­
ceptionally attractive waterfront and forest 
preserved. Next lo a park, a tree farm offers the 
best way of doing this. If all goes well, that is 
’ what we will create, and I hope you will support 
■ ■ us,'-
Peter H. Pcartic







council will not initiate a 
private survey into the 
need for Hydro in the 





asked council to un­
dertake a private study 
questioning the need and 
urgency for new high- 
tension wires, con­
sidering the impending 
arrival of natural gas.
“Gas and electricity 
are not mutually ex­
clusive,” Aid. Dick 
Sharpe said. “We need 
one and the other.”
“A Study could cost 
thousands of dollms and 
it is ridiculous to even 
request such a study,” 
said Aid. Earle Tabor. 
“Hydro is not putting it 
here to spite us. . . we 
would ^ be a lot more 
disgruntled if the power 
wasn’t here.
^ “Whether residents 
want the power or not 
this route is the least 
offensive for the 
majority of the 
population,” he said.
During recent public 
meetings residents 
requested the high wires 
follow Pal Bay Highway 
instead of travelling 




necessary in the healing 
business,” explained 
Aid. Percy Lazarz. “The 
more competition you 
have in terms of natural 
gas and electricity the 
better to keep oil prices 
down.
“1 would like to sec 
hydro power vavailablc as 
an alternative —• 
otherwise we'll get into 
problems keeping these 
guys (oil companies) in 
line.”
Lazar/, moved no 
action be taken upon the 
request and that 
residents be informed of 
the move.
The unmistakeable charm 
of particularly good taste 
in ladies clothing and 
accessories
From
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100 lb. VARSETY PACK
10 Ibo Cut-up Flying Chicken 
10 11)111 R«fi Groijiiil Beef 
5 11)8 Cross Rib Roaitt 
S lbs Prime Rib Roast 
5 tbs Rump Roast 
5 lbs Sirloin Tip Roast
5 lbs Stewing Beef 
5 lbs Sirloin Steak 
5 lbs T-Bone Steak 
5 lbs Blade Steak 
5 lbs Loan Sparoribs 
5 lbs Pork Ciitleta
5 lbs Pork Sausage 
5 lbs Beef Sausage 
5 lbs Roasting Chicken 
5 lbs Beef Liver 
5 lbs End Cut Pork Chops 
5 lbs Sweet Cure Bacon
198
ilWp







GROUND BEEF ROUND STEAK
LB. LB. LB.
hinit' Miitidgcr Meal Managci*
Jr Id JO'Jo Ji.i.1. w JOltC. jl
MINIMUM $10 OHUnu
7a/?!r» r-j. haanicip^ mo. ii.,,,. .»
; iia;ai-47i.a ' iMitY -'
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NIGHT GOWNS - iM.L & O.S.
VELOUR HOUSE COATS - S. to o.s.
SURREY CLASSIC VELVET JACKETS 








The Corporation of the District of 
CENTRAL SAANICH
The public is invited to the Inaugural Meeting to be 
heid Monday, December 8, 1980 at 8:00 p.m. in 
the Municipal Council Chambers where a Judge of 
the Provincial Court of B.C. will administer the Oath 

















with VANCOUVER ISLAND HELICOPTER 
on Saturday, December 13th at 11:00 A.M.
in front of the
VICTORIA AIRPORT
HAVE YOUR PANCAKE 
BREAKFAST WITH Hlhi
’2.00 for the kids 





The Royal Canadian 
Legion, Saanich 
Peninsula branch has 
awarded ' $4,550 in 
scholarships to nine 
peninsula students.
Harry Tobin, 
scholarships and awards 
chairman, says the sum 
is the largest ever given 
to local students by the 
legion.
South Vancouver 
Island zone awarded the 
Sir Percy Lake 
scholarship to Leah 
Ripley of 11025 Heather 
Rd. and Branch 37 Alan 
Calvert Memorial 
scholarship went to 
Darcie Rolph of 2051 
■ Piercy Ave.
Pacific Command of 
the Royal Canadian 
Legion, Vancouver, sent 
bursary-scholarship 
awards to Warren 
Griffey of 9170 
Inverness, Judy Kulsky, 
10295 Bowerbank, 
Wendell Clanton, 9839 
Fifth St., Nancy Bain, 
8059 Lochside Dr., 
Leslie Anderson, 10364 
Allbay Rd., Norma 
Stiles, 10425 Resthaven 
Dr. and Crosby Scharff, 
20316 Amherst Ave.
Nancy Bain also 
received an award from 





; North Saanich 
volunteer fire depart­
ment has anew fire chief 
— he’s Ron Rogers, 
former deputy fire chief, 
who takes over .from 
Ron. Evans, longtime 
. North .Saanich fire chief. 
George Harishornewas 




Dr. Lotta Hitschmonova was slightly in­
jured last Thursday when she was on her way 
to address youngsters at Stelly’s school but it 
didn’t stop the indefatigable fund raiser for 
the Unitarian service Committee of Canada 
from making an appearance.
After a checkout at the hospital Hit­
schmonova took off again for the school, 
arriving in time to talk to students, explaining 
what it was like to be hungry and challenging 
them to go without food for one day.
Earlier on in the meeting during her ab­
sence, UsC projects officer Jeff Ramin showed 
slides of projects in Indonesia, Temore and 
Bangladesh —- training programs, building a 
factory, clothing distribution, funding 
medical facilities. And he questioned students, 
“Are you doing all you can lo help?’’
Most Canadians are not aware of the 
problems and slide show-s help, Ramin ex­
plained.
Dr. Lotta Hitschmonova
Budget for USC is small — just $4 million. 
Donations should be sent to USC of Canada, 
Box 1390, victoria, B.C. or 56 Sparks Street, 
Ottawa.
Donations of clothing should be sent to 1947 
Cook Street on Thursday morning or any day 
at Yates Street fireball.
Volunteers are needed for fundraising, 
knitting, sewing.
Indians vow control 
of Goldstream River
Fisheries officers have adopted a position of 
“wait and see’’ following pledges by five Victoria 
area Indian bands to gain control of Goldstream 
River.
Tsartlip band chief Tom Sampson said Friday 
notice would be served on federal fisheries of­
ficers that they could no longer manage the 
waterway.
Almost two weeks ago fisheries officers 
chartered a 30-melre seiner, the Roberts Bank, to 
catch an excess run of chum salmon before it 
headed into the Goldstream. Reason given was to 
prevent damage to eggs already buried by 
spawning coho and “saturation” of the spawning 
ground.
However, as acting district fisheries superin­
tendent Ron Kehl said Monday, “we didn’t even 
get the nets wet.”
Initial reports said the department would give 
any fish harvested to the natives. While Sampson 
says no catch was made because of Indian in­
terference, Kehl says the fish were “scattered” by 
the tirne the seiner arrived.
As many as 26,000 chum are now in the 
Goldstrearn and farther up the river creating 
damage that is “jiist unbelievable,” Kehl says.
“It’s possibly our fault because we didn’t act 
fast enough;” he said.
The Indians contesting fisheries management 
include the Tsartlip, Tsaout, Tsaykum,*- 
Paquachin and Malahat bands who rely on the 
Goldstream for a winter supply of chum salmon.
While Kehl says the attempted seining of chum 
is a “standard management practise,” Sampson 
charges the fisheries have damaged both the river 
and fish stock by the creation of new channels, 
parking lots, nature trails and other public 
facilities.
“As far as I’m concerned, the federal llsheries 
are still managing the resources of the Gold- 
stream” said Kehl.
“Our position is these fish are basically 
returning for the people of Canada, they’re 
owned by all the people — not just the Indians.”
Other fisheries confrontations have occurred 
recently in Lillooet, Hazelton and Squamish. 
Because of this, Kehl says “in light of the con- 
slilutibnal debate and other things, they (Indians) 
didn’t want to set a precendent” by allowing the 
fisheries department to continue resource 
management.-4"'.
KehT said because 90 per cent of the estimated ; 
26,000 salmon in the waterways are chum, coho ; 
will be “choked out” affecting numbers in years ^ 
to come.
SPECIALIZING IN WESTERN 
A R^ERCANTILE and SHOE REPAIR STORE
CHRISTMAS SALE
DEC. 4tli tffiSAT. 13th
2383 Beacon Ave. Driftviood Centre 656-7522
liir All footwear 
★ Leather watch straps 
itc IRuhher Snorkel gloves 













Sanyo AM-FM Digital Clock Radio 
•LED Display 
>Snooze/sieep switch
Fitness is a national issue. 
We citU it Body Politics.
pannapaman^®
•Radlo/buzzer selector Reg. 44.99 SALE *3787
wrnmsmmim
CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS!
itr Men’s & Ladies Shoe Trees -A-Leather Western Boots 





Save 15% on Sanyo Color TVs, Niicrowave Ovens, Portable 
AM/FNS Cassette Stereos, RAdios.
Wide Selection of Xmas Albuns in stock 
Now from *4.98
20% OFF ftll LP’s, Tapes. Posters, Guitars
OFFER EXPIRES DEC. iOth, 1980VISA
COMMERCIAL SPACE 
AVAILABLE
Approx. 800 sq. ft, -- ideal tor repair 
shop, storage or office space. Presently^ 
partitioned, can be adapted to suit,
10134 MCDONALD PK. RD. 
656.7277
Uniroyal’s top-of-the-line 
steel radial snow tire
& S “PLUS”
Uniroyal's best snow tire. A steel belted 
radial snow tire that packs performance 
Into every slnjjle biting jigsaw tread. 
Designed in burope and perfected in 
Canada. Wide acceptance by Canadian 
drivers through the toughest conditions.
The maximum plus from Uniroyal. Meet the 
challenge of winter this year with Uniroyal 
plus performance. Go with the best!
ouch
2 ply polyostor cord 
.2 ply stool cord bolt 
Whito sirlpo 
SIzo 165 X 13
If Yolf re Thinking Of
Think
|2323 BISACOII AVEMui;*'
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Why search 
for moorage?






Bottom of Verdier, 
bc'sidu forry Dock.
652-1014
CAPITAL REGION TRANSIT SYSTEM
HUMAN RESOURCES 
BUS PASS
Senior citizens and handicapped persons eligible 
for the Human Resources Bus pass can receive the 
photo identification portion of their pass at the 
Silver Threads Service Centre 10030 Resthaven, 
Sidney, Monday Dec. 8 through Friday Dec. 12. 
Please call at the Centre between the hours of 8:30 
a.m. and 4 p.m. to have your photograph taken. 
Persons seeking more information about the pass 















In Saanich Peninsula 
amateur basketball, 
Sidney Bakery midget 
boys defeated
Saanichton 42-25 at 
Mount Newton school 
Nov. 25.
Top shooters for 
Sidney were Todd 
Bowden with 12 and 
Greg Lewis with 14.
In same-day play, pre­
midget girls Saanichton 
Red defeated Saanichton 
White 15-6 and pre­
midgel boys Saanichton 
outscored Sidney Bakery 
20-19.
Friday at Brentwood 
Bay, pre-midget boys 
Brentwood took Cor­
dova Bay 22-18. 
Brentwood midget girls 
succeeded in defeating 
Sidney 46-16.
In same-day play, 
midget boys Cordova 
Bay vs. Brentwood saw a 
high-scoring game — 
final score Cordova Bay 
56 to Brentwood’s 32.
Cordova Bay’s M. 
Willers led the victory 
with 30 points.
DON BEAUPRE of Minnesota North Stars 
may have been just a bit testy when asked if he 
thought his modest physical proportions might 
affect his goalkeeping career. “I just have to stop 
the puck, not beat it up,” said the five-foot eight- 
inch 150-pounder . . . but there’s no record of 
what Lyvonia “Stump” Mitchell said when it was 
suggested there should be a Heisboy Trophy 
because his lack of size didn’t give him much of a 
chance to win the Heisman Trophy although he 
was a brilliant runner at The Citadel this season 
. . . lack of size never held back Eddie LeBaron, 
once the smallest quarterback in professional 
football and now a lawyer who has remained in 
football as general-manager of the Atlanta 
Falcons. The secret, says LeBaron, is to plan your 
work and then work your plan . . . Niatross, 
pacing’s wonder horse, recently added to an 
amazing record, the fastest-ever mile and one- 
eighth. It was 2:07 3/5, and to give some idea,of 
how fast that is, it means that Niatross could win 
the average race at Sandown by 220 yards . . . 
Sports Illustrated in separate hockey articles has 
put the finger on Ken Linseman - “The worst 
cheap-shot artist in the league” - and Mel 
Bridgman - “a renowned cheap-shot artist” - of 
the Philadelphia Flyers. Few will argue, and it’s 
particularly regrettable in Bridgman’s case. The 
husky Victorian is a valuable performer who 
might even be more effective if he confined 
himself to just being rugged , . . the Sandown
grandstand has been leveled on schedule but the 
cement-workers’ strike could slow construction 
on the new facility, and completion and the 
, opening of the 1981 harness-racing meet might be 
uncomfortably close . . . one of the reasons 
Seattle Mariners have dropped San Jose of the 
California Baseball League as a farm club is that 
state unemployment insurance laws add about 
$30,000 a year to operational costs . . . when 
third-baseman George Brett of Kansas City 
Royals was having his much-publicized health 
problem during the world series he received a 
planter of flowers with Preparation H attached to 
each leaf. With it was a note which read “From 
eight million people who know what you are going 
through.”
* * *
SEATTLE SUPERSONICS became part of the 
National Basketball Association in 1967, and in 
their first season had a payroll of $268,000 and 
receipts of less than $600,000. Last season, their 
wage bill was $2.6 million and their gate receipts, 
because of the move to the Kingdome, totalled 
more than $5 million. Just the same, they can 
hardly be blamed for not singing holdout Gus 
Williams. Agent Howard Slusher at first sought a 
five-year deal for Williams at $625,000 a year plus 
gimmicks, then countered with $695,000 and 
gimmicks in a one-year deal when the Sonics 
offered a two-year contract calling for $400,000 
the first year and $500,000 the second year . . .
curlers are wondering about rumors that new uses* 
are planned next year for the buildings which 
house the Oak Bay Curling Club and the Racquet 
Club curling facility. If true, that will leave th«? 
Greater Victoria area with 36 sheets of ice. 
although 50 is too many at the moment, that 
could mean a bit of a pinch ... it appears likely 
that the Victoria Curling Club will have a set of 
refinished rocks for next season. They are badly 
needed and any delay is certain to bring a big 
increase in cost. . . playing for Hartford Whalers 
doesn’t bring the same kind of notice as playing in 
New York or for Montreal Canadiens but Mark 
Howe is playing well enough to be a National 
Hockey League all-star this season ... it is 
possible that there is some substance there but it is 
difficult to give credence to reports that Seattle 
Seahawks are ready to dump coach Jack Patera 
and are interested in replacing him with Hugh 
Campbell of the Edmonton Eskimos. Seahawks 
have provided their fans with the most exciting 
football in their league, and while things did fall 
apart this year, it was because of injuries and the 
league’s toughest schedule. And there has to be 
something wrong with NFL thinking when a five” 
year-old expansion club which has yet to make the 
eight-team league playoff gets saddled .with the 
kind of schedule the Seahawks had this seasorf 
. . . playing cards with pictures of the Dallas 
Cowboys’ cheerleaders on the back are no\v 
available, and it followed, of course, that the first
comment was “Now, there is a stacked deck.”
* * *
JOE HUDON, who pulled away with a sbe-win 
day on Nov. 14, is making a runaway of the 
driving race at Cloverdale. Starting this week he 
had.44 winners, 15 more than Keith Linton. In 
with human beings we promote it.”
Rick Middleton, one of the most under-rated 
players in the NHL, and high-scoring Peter 
McNab continue to make Boston Bruins feel luck.
Thurj., Fri., Sal. 
Dec. Ain, Sth. & 6th
Town Square Shoes 
2475 Beacon 656-7331





Rain forced the 
cancellation of a number 
of Lower Island Youth 
Soccer Association 
games again this 
weekend. In one of the 
few games played in­
volving a peninsula 
team, the Peninsula 
Dolphins whitewashed 
Prospect Lake Kiwanis 
6-0.
Rained out games will 
be made up at the end of 
the regular schedule.
Rlacings Overatt




9. durata IV 
10. Vagrant
1. Cal Lorri ,
2. Quintango : . 
3: Windless 11
4. Madeleine








Drift'fishing, or mooching, is one of the best 
ways to fish. First of all it’s quiet, slow and sur-/ ^ 
rounds the fisherman with the natural beauty of ^ 
the sea. It’s also a productive way of fishing, K - 
and, since you use lighter tackle than when 
trolling, many people consider it more sporting.
No matter what your set-up, make sure your 
bait revolves slowly, and, if you’re in relatively 
shallow water, allow it to hit the bottom and then |i^ 
retrieve it slowly.
As in trolling, tidal rips are a good place to 
mooch
TSEHUM STERNDRIVE u.
Factory Authorized Service Shop
MERCRUISER and OMC
? 18-20%
P OFF WHEN YOU 
REPOWER YOUR BOAT 
ft, SALE ENDS DEC. 30/80
656-1221
Open 7 Days A Week
Mon. ■ Fri, 9-5 Sat. - Sun. 9*2
THE TiBIE GUIDE




(cotru/r H.irbour Rd. & RcLsthavcn)
EULFORD HARBOUR











INTO HOT WATER! 
Give your skipper a 




Date Time Ft. Time FT. Time Ft. Time I’ t.
Dec. 4 Thu. 0430 9,2 08.10 8.1 1350 10.2 2115 3,,2
Dec. 5 Fri. 0505 9.7 (W25 8,4 1415 10.1 2155 2',,6
Dec. 6 Sat. 0550 10.0 1005 8.7 1440 10.1 2215 2 .0
Dec. 7 Sun. 0620 10.4 1055 8,9 15(X) 10.0 22.50 1 . 6
Dec. 8 Mon. 07tX) 10.7 ll-K) 9.1 1530 9.9 2320 1 ,3
Dec. 9 Tue, 0740 10.9 1230 9.1 1555 9,7 2350 1 .3
Dec. 10 Wed. 0820 11.1 1330 9.0 1645 9.5
' ....'Open
iGLTD.
2300 Canoe Cove Road
ON DISPUY
46' Richardson. Twin 
Chtytlers, 6 KW Generator, 
3 Radios, Plus G.B. 2 
Sounders, Auto. Pilot, 16 
Mile Radar, Dinghy, Sleeps 












• WIN 1 ItRIZl’. your Marine motor now.
• Dry land siora(u!;c and haul oiiis
® Authorized repair simp tor
Johnson, OM(,', Volvo, McrcriiltitM*
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W eatherguard reigns
Weatherguard Shop moved back 
to within just two points of front­
running Sidney Freight in Sidney 
Men’s Recreational Hockey last week 
with two key victories.
Weatherguard blasted Hotel 
Sidney 13-5 Sunday night after 
edging royal Oak Inn 5-3 Nov. 25 to 
come up with a four point week.
In Sunday’s match, Jim Pickering 
tallied nine points on a hat trick and 
six assists for Weatherguard, while 
teammates Davie Williams, Daryl 
Reading and A1 Woodcock added 
two goals apiece.
Williams also picked up three 
assists en route to a five point game, 
while Reading added two assists and 
Woodcock a singleton.
For Hotel Sidney, it was Keith 
Norbury with the hat trick and a 
single assist, while Don Sparling 
netted Hhree assists and a single 
nmrker'
Ken Norbury rounded out the 
scQring with a goal and a pair of 
assists.
Weatherguard opened the scoring 
with two goals in the initial period, 
then added another six in the middle 
game to break the game open.
Meanwhile, Nov. 25
Weatherguard came up against a 
surprising tough Royal Oak squad 
and had to rally for three last period 
goals to snatch the two-goal victory.
Tom Haskett, Larry Bednarz and
Name Team Goals Assists Pts,
Rick Vincent Weatherguard 18 15 33
Avie Stubbington S.F. 17 15 32
Daryl Reading Weatherguard 14 16 30
Rob Smith S.F. 19 10 29
DaleTvveedhope T.H. 10 16 26
Tom Brooks S.F. 14 10 24
Brian Coward T.H. 12 12 24
.Mike Miller T.H. 13 10 23
Ross Anderson S.F. 11 9 20
Gary Shumka S.F. 9 9 18
Following are league standings as of Sunday:
GP W L T Pts
Sidney Freight 10 9 0 1 19
Weatherguard 11 8 2 1 17
Travelodge 10 4 5 1 1
Shelbourne Texaco 10 4 5 1 9
Hotel Sidney 11 3 6 2 8
Royal Oak 10 0 10 0 0
Pat Sodel netted single markers for 
Royal Oak.
Daryl Reading sparked 
Weatherguai d with a pair of goals, 
while Pickering added a singleton 
and two assists, and Steve Ormond 
and Gary Wildman each chipped in 
single goals.
Meanwhile, Hotel Sidney dropped 
its second game of the week Nov. 26 
to Shelburne Texaco by a 6-4 
decision. Hotel squandered an early 
3-0 lead, and even led 3-1 after two 
periods, before losing steam in the 
final frame — allowing five Te.xaco 
markers.
Ed McNab led the Texaco attack 
with two goals, followed by Dean 
Wingerter, Bill Roberts, Ken Scott 
and John Koot — all with singles.
Don Sparling beat the Texaco 
netminder twice for Hotel Sidney, 
while Torn Brown and Dennis 
Miiloin connected once apiece.
Finally, Nov. 28 Travelodge 
blitzed Royal Oak 15-3 on the 





All sports groups 
using parks in the 
Central Saanich area are 
invited to attend a 
meeting to be held at 
7:30 p.m. Dec. 10 in the 
municipal hall.
Any interested people, 
including baseball and 
soccer enthusiasts, vvill 
be welcome at this in­
formation gatheriirg.
VERSATILE FIBERGLASS TANKS
« Septic • Holding • Water
500, 600, 750 gal. custom sizes available
ALPHA
FIBERGLASS MFC. CG.
10218 Bower Bank Rd. 
Sidney 656-5121
FENCING LTD,
All kmds ol lencing 
residential, commercial, 
larm.
"Good Fences Make Good 
Neighbours"
2070 KEATING XRD. 
652-3522
..„ .'1,, „ »......7.,,, . .
-- ' \\ s
Sidney's Agrarians outmatched Royal Roads Saturday in 
division 2 play for a final score of 18-7 at Iroquois Park. 
During the hard hitting game. Agrarian Dave. Lowden, 
outside centre, suffered a knee injury but is expected to 
return to the field for Saturday's match with James Bay 
Athletic Association. James Bay holds the past season's 
Bernard Cup, Agrarians then placing second.
is available 









9786 - 2nci Street 656-7535 
ALL OUR MEAT IS AGED, GRAIN-FED, CANADA “A”
Parkland junior boys 
volleyball club snatched 
viciory from defeat last 
week when il staged a 
last minute comeback to 
edge Stelly’s in Sooke- 
Saanich League semi­
final action.
Tlu' victory vaulted 
Parkland into llic league 
final set for this week.
The key play for boili 
Parkland and Sicily's 
came in the final game 
best of three 
Stelly’s - 
14 - 12 and 
only ji single 
point for the victory — 
appeared to have scored 
the winning point, and 
won the inaich.
But a delayed call on a 
centre line violation 
bnnight both teams hack 
«n the conn for a replay 
of liiai point. Parkland 
won llic point and went 





Parkland opened the 
match with an easy 15-5 
viciory in vvliicli .Sicily’s 
lurned in a lacklustre 
per fornui ncc. But 
Sicily’s went on ihc 
offensive in the .second 
game ami mounted an 
attack aroiiiul the strong 
spiking and tipping of 
Diile Bcnneit and the 
consisicm serving of Ian 
Carpenter,
The move paid off as 
the team walked away 
with a IS-‘> victory, 
setting the Ma,ge for the 
third and tie-breaking 
giime.
The third game was a 
close liaille Ihroughnut 
with Sicily’s and 
Parkland sharing' tlic 
lead. Benncti’s Cronf 
row play was par­
ticularly cfTcciive as was 
the all-round play of 
’s. ^















Siinrl.iv ,v m - Ti'.'ii fane 1 1'00 ivi VVorvhip 
familv Ttsrrhlng anil Worship : ,
I’anorama I t'isiife Cr-ntri.'ui()',r.iirs louuKv)
Wetiriesdav, llmisilay 7;,U,) t loitie Shailug < U(,)u|)s.
k'slorMcl Hoskvn
,\Hli t'l I'lASrn to MSNODNt l 
IllliV IIAVliOI'I.NI-.n AN oi l ier in VIC IOIIIA, ik .
TO III; CAHItll I) r)N IINIJI.K Till NAMI: Ol
Goodman and Mott
Chiirlcrcd Accounliwis
iM Mli Vll WMONI AVI NUr: (hOVAI. OAK), V|t loKIA, 1C< 
IM I I'UONI 737 JJIIH




FROM ENGLAND & THE ORIENT
Selected Gift Items
• Rosewood & Brass Jewel Chests 
•CJelssone ■ Soapstone Carvings 





PHONE AHEAD FOR 
PAUL'S 3-MINUTE 
PASSPORT SERVICE
9227 E. Saanich Rd., Sidney
656-4245
Let me get you 
the best rate for a 
“payout” annuity 
from over 30 
life insurance and 
trust companies.
ROGER E.G. HARMSTON
384- 8075 — Pager 1255
652-2228 Res.
385- 1471 Bus.












(across from Shopwise) 
9 am to 5 pm Daily 
— Come in & Browse — 
656-5340
For All your Christmas 
Candy & Chocolates
We feature Ganong &. 
Cadbury (Real Chocolate) 
Boxes in All Sizes
Orders for Fruit Baskets 
for the Hard to Please
Pick up your Canadian 
Cancer Holly here. 
Help support our 
Cancer Society.
The Candy Man 







The public is cordially invited to visit 
Sidney’s newest professional building 
located at the corner of Sth St. and 
Bevan Ave. for an Open House from 
3-5 p.m., Fri., Dec. 5,1980.
By JIM TANG
Those of us forced to take all or most of our 
football on television or radio — greet with ap­
preciation the news that the Canadian Football 
League is not only anxious to improve its product 
but is determined to improve the way it is being 
described and intends to have more to say about 
who is to do the describing. And how.
The arm-chair comfort of the living room seems 
like quite a bargain but it means having to listen as 
Howard Cosell, Howie Meeker and all those other 
network darlings and former playing-field stars 
are foisted on the captive audience as 
knowledgeable personalities.
It brings the constant reminder, in other sports 
as well as football, that while expansion may have 
diluted the product, there aren’t many areas 
where the talent is thinner than in the broadcast 
booth. And it exists on both sides of the border 
although the CFL appears to have as its aim a 
matching of the “more-polished” National 
Football League broadcasting.
That thinking sort of leads to the conclusion 
that CFL officials haven’t been tuning in. If they 
had, for instance, listened to what was offered 
vocally during last Sunday’s telecast of the game 
between Pittsburgh Steelers and Miami Dolphins 
they would have to admit they haven’t set much 
of a goal.
Former-quarterback John Brodie, not as ur­
bane as Cosell or as loud as Meeker but as verbose 
as either, had a fine afternoon and also got quite a 
bit of help from his broadcast-booth partner.
“Blocking-wise, there’s nothing there,” the 
audience was informed at one point. There was 
also “pass-rush wise” and “coaching-wise” and 
“pass-wise” and something about 
prognosticating about the future. And other great 
mangling of thought and grammar.
“Franco Harris has been ready to play but he 
hasn’t been well enough to get it done;
‘Tyrone McGriff has a lot of straight-ahead 
power, about all you can use;
“The fact they picked up eight yards on the 
first two plays means they’re only one completion 
away from a first down;
“This time he’s got quick feet;
“They’re pretty tough to run right over the top 
of;
“If that’s all the longer these guys are going to 




“You don’t want to go to the well too often 
against those fellows down the field.”
It was quite typical, and familiar and similar to ' 
what we get when we listen to the description of 
our football. In the NFL, just like in the CFL, 
teams no longer score points, they “put them on 
the board.” All time is “left on the clock” and 
while even wives know that nothing can be done 
from any number of yards “in”, all the scoring is 
described as coming from “out” - as in “he 
kicked that field goal from 35 yards OUT” and 
“the scoring pass came from 23 yards OUT” and 
“he bulled his w'ay in from one yard OUT.”
And both leagues must have such strange 
positions as defensive running-backs and of­
fensive linebackers because there is much mention 
of “defensive linebackers” and “offensive 
running-backs.”
They go with things like “Baltimore has rallied 
from behind” the “reverted back” used at least 
once by the great (his rating) Cosell, and “they’ve 
lost their last five straight games in a row” and 
“Again, it’s fairly close and fairly even.”
But there is more than the unnecessary and the 
redundant in that ungrammatical broadcast- 
booth babble. There is also the inane and, a fine 
distinction, the ludicrous, and perhaps it would 
be a shame if the try for improvement also wiped 
them out. They include entertainment classics 
denied the fan in a stadium seat —
“His problem is his lateral movement to his 
right and to his left;
“And then there was a big open hole;
“They’ll bring the whole play back;
“He’s a big one. He weighs a lot out there;
“He ran back a kickoff return 98 yards;
“. . .allowing Marler, who is an excellent - 
runner with the football, to get away;
“He arm-threw the ball downfield;
“1 haven’t see anyone run the ball consistently.' 
against Houston for five yards on the ground 
before;
“Up until today, the Browns had won five 
games by outscoring their opponents;
“They’ve got to score if they’re going to get 
close;
“He ran over the ground for 67 yards.”
It’s no football monopoly. People who watch 
other television sports action also get com­
pensatory comment —
“He slides into second-base with a standup 
double;
“I didn’t know he had that good of a curve;
“He can throw strikes when he wants to in the 
strike zone;
• “Hendrick just simply lost that sun-blown 
popup;
“It appeared as if Malanson had lost it (puck) 
in his vision;
“Young Frank Pasture may just have pitched _ 
the biggest victory of 1979, maybe even the 
biggest of the year;
“There’s a fly ball deep to centre-field. 
Winfield is going back, back - he hits his head* 
against the wall. It’s rolling towards second base;
“He hits it over the 385-foot sign, almost 400. 
feet away;
“. . .underwent surgery for an appendectomy 
this morning.”
But Mrs. Malaprop has followers everywhere, 
including one-time Victoria school teacher Dave 
Cutler, who kicked his way to football fame with 
Edmonton Eskimos. Asked for his opinion on 
why his club had done so well he credited “the in­
tangibles you can’t put your hand on.”
That deserves to put him right up there with 
Walter Cronkite, who, believe it or not, once said 
that “The suddenness of his death was unex­
pected.”
And then, of course, there is Yogi Berra, and 
no story on malapropism could be complete 
without a Berraism. He sort of summed it all up 
one day when somebody mentioned the afternoon 
shadows in Yankee Stadium. “Yeah,” said Berra, 






Henley & Robertson, B.&S,
B.D.S. 
M. & Friesen, C. A .
Their bowling styles 
may have been lanes 
apart but Saturday’s 
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KIRKPATRICK CRES. AT KEATINO X RD,
Miracle Lanes was an 
enjoyable time for all.
‘ The team of Gwen 
Mason, Golden Age co­
ordinator; and pee wee’s 
Eanna Nunn' and ; 
Shannon Weeks won the 
tournament by bowling 
153 pins over their 
corhbined average of 
362. Mason topped the 
high single game of 248 
and Shawna McDowell 
took the pee wee’s high 
single with 146.
In other bowling 
news: ladies league Flo 
Garner took top spot 
with 272/717 followed 
by P. Henn with 
252/646, V. Gabriel with 
244/645, R. Walker with
266/645 and E. Brackett 
with 310/625.
In commercial league: 
R. Doran at high score 
with 273/750, L. 
Humber with 291/726, 
K. Neal with 271/725, J. 
Do ra n wit h 3 23/713 
Tom Crohk with 
309/710 and Betty 
Werhum with 226/663.
In Legion play: Bud 
Nunn took top score 
with 318/785, TY.
Green with 286/737 and 
Rowena Nunn with
261/675.,
Stan Show was high' 
bowler in Golden Agers 
play with 282/787 
followed by Gus
Dumont with 244/664, Golden Ager Gwen Mason with pee wee partner Eanna
nn hbhbsbb
VA#398
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CONVERT YOUR CIRCULAR 


















incliKlDS Vs" • V4" ■ 1” REG, $12.98
21 pc COMBINATION 1/4” & 3/8”
SOCKET SET







RANGES • FRIDGES • DISHWASHERS
(To m«k« ra»m lor rwwi ln«*nlary) 'I t '
CLEftRftNCE - uusT eo
FEELING THE SQUEEZE?




Now In —1981 models
H & R MOTORCYCLES LTD.
9752 • 4th Street 656-3433





Onco again the Sidney nffino of Rlnni/ Brot Beaity 
Lid. is very pleased to congratulate Bill for being 
tops in sales for tiio month ol November, Bill 
specializes In rosidontlal and commercial properties 
suivtiiy liiij Uiuiilt. ill Iluj hdiiiiith (‘uniiibulrt, Lui 
professional real estate service call; Bill Mosher,
Olllco: Block Bros. Homo;
656-5584 RoaltyUd,, 656-7117
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Stelly's Shawn Kohlman helps give 
Stelly's strong front line in junior boys 
volleyball semi-final last week against 
Parkland.
Peninsula Eagles 
Midget Rep minor 
hockey club split their 
two games this week, 
losing the first against 
Victoria/Esquimalt 
Thursday by a 6-3 score, 
before coming back to 
edge Sooke Thun- 
derbirds 3-2 at home 
Sunday.
Mike Grover, Jeff 
Shaw and Tim Shumka 
each scored single goals 
for the locals, with 
Grover also picking up 
an assist.
Paul Hicks led the 
Victoria/Esquimalt 
team with two goals and 
a single assist.
The Eagles trailed 1-0 
at the end of the opening 
frame, and rallied for a 
single goal in the middle 
period and another two 
in the last period. But 
they couldn’t overcome 
Victpria/Esquimalt,
who scored five goals in 
the final two periods.
In the Sunday match­
up, the Eagles jumped to 
a 1-0 lead in the first 
period and stayed on top 
from there. The locals 
added their second goal 
in the second stanza and 
took a 2-0 lead into the 
final frame.
Sooke managed two 
goals in the last period, 
but the Eagles managed 
to score the winner to 
take the game.
Again three different 
scorers accounted for all 
Peninsula goals. Jim 
Townley and Tim 
Shumka each wound up 
with a goal and an assist, 
while Peter Claassen 
rounded out the scoring 
with a single goal.
K. Brooks and A. 
Smith rallied Sooke with 
single goals in the last 
period.
We wish to say “Thank You” to the residents of the 
Peninsula for making our opening a success.
— Winner of the draw for the Antique Dresser Set 
Mrs. R. Tuck of Sidney.
(Drawn by Mr. Tom Sowerby)
ANTIQUES ® TEXTILES • TOWELS 
TABLECLOTHS ® SOAPS • SILVERWARE 
COPPER ® OLD BRASS
‘On The Waterfront' I
i
2558 Bevan Ave. . | 
Sidney 656-4640 I
IThis is your personal menu for your holiday and _ 
New Year’s dining pleasures. Please clip and I 
keep it available for ready reference. |
1 I XMAS DINNER MENUS i
Mon. to Sat 9:30 a.m. • 5:39 p.m. 










SOUP DU JOUR 
FRESH SALAD
ROAST DUCKLING A L’ORANGE 
SUGAR BROWNED POTATOES 
FRESH VEGETABLES 















Hilda Wylie was 
elected captain of the 
Glen Meadows Golf and 
Country Club ladies’ 
division at the annual 
meeting Nov. 18. About 
70 members turned out 
and elected France 
Mann, treasurer; Jo­
anne Morrison, 










In addition, the 
following trophies were 
presented; George 
Paulin trophy to Mary 
Browett; Waddling Dog 
trophy to Mabel Wood; 
Nash trophy to Peggy
Jacobsen; Garland 
trophy to Muriel 
Chisholm; Autumn 
trophy to Shirley Baxter; 
Mini Ringer Autumn 
trophy to Peggy Wilson; 
and the Glen Meadows 
Handicap Reduction 
trophy to Ruth Wanless.
Other items con­
sidered at the meeting 
included a change in 
format for the George 
Paulin tournament, the
inclusion of junior girls 
in championship play; a 
new competition — the 
Friendship trophy; the 
holding of the annual 
meeting during the day; 
and Marg Robertson 
questioned the presence 
of the business ladies at 
the annual meeting.
Entertainment at the 
dinner meeting was 




LUDMILA BELOUSOVA & OLEG PROTOPOPOV
—Twice Olympic & 4 Tlme World Pair Champions —
and starring
World Champion Charlie Tickner, Australian Champion 
Sharon Burley, Canadian Dance Champions Lorna 
Wighton and John Dowding
ONLY ICE CAPADES PRESENTS 
THE GREATEST CHAMPIONS ON ICE!; 
PRESENTED BY THE CITY OF VICTORIA 
VICTORIA MEMORIAL ARENA 
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 10, THROUGH SUNDAY, DEC. 14
ALL SEATS RESERVED S6.50, $7.CX), $7.50
TICKETS NOW ON SALE 
10.00 a.m -5:00 p.m. MONDAY TO SATURDAY 
ARENA, MAYFAIR MALL, HILLSIDE MALL, BRANDYWINE 
HATLEY PARK, KEV S BOOGIE SOUND 
CENTRE—SIDNEY, SOOKE TV
PERFORMANCE TIMES WED. AND THURS. 7:30 p.m.
FRI. AND SAT. 8:00 p.m., SAT. MATINEE 2:00 p.m. 
SUNDAY MATINEE 2:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m.
SPECIAL PRICES
CHILDREN AND YOUTHS 16 YRS. AND UNDER 
$1.00 OFF REGULAR PRICE WED. 7:30 p.m., THURS 7:30 p.m.. 
SAT, MATINEE 2:00 p.rn , SUNDAY EVEfJlNG MATINEE 6:00 p.m. 
:: . : Service charge, ol 35c: per ticket at all Satellite outlets





The Clipper Inn offer their 
festive menu-featured above
^12.95
at 9:00 p.m. ------
DINING & DANCING 
PARTY’ MENU









Limited reservations $75.00 per couple 
for your tickets, phori® 656-4640 
Dance to the music o? Joy Roberts 
(at the orgsiii).
Favours — Hats — Balloons, etc.
LOBSTER VICTORIA 
(served In the shell) 
Lobster cooked in wine with 
shallots & parmesan cheese
TURTLE SOUP
CHAMPAGNE SHERBERT WITH 
FRESH FRUIT SALAD
TOURNEDOS ROSSINI
Aged tenderloin of beef, grilled to 
perfection, pate maison and red wine sauce 
Noisette Potatoes
White asparagus tips, mushrooms 
fresh carrots.
BAKED ALASKA FLAMBE 
SPANISH COFFEE 
^TS.OO per couple
„ .. ...... .,
’ U 1 'v 1
Lcs Hailing



























Model XL2 14” Bar 
Super 2 16" Bar 
XL12 16” F3ar
Reg, 159.95 Sal© ^140 
Reg. 184.95 Sale 60 
Reg. 299.95 Sale ®255
All other models with similar reductions 
Prices effective until Dec, 24th while stock lasts.
HYcixIron ConadR t.lmlt<Kl llaglelAriKf U«er.
f?77fl Klrkpntlek

















tlu; urial cleanind service CLEANS
' whorfl you 
'ican’t, lo remove 
dirt, stains, and oils 
ordinary cleaning methods 
can't touch!
■OVER 10 YRS. PROFESSIONAL EKPERIENCE
• Patontod contfoll(3d heat 
cleaning systom.
• Dry cloaning of draporios and 
upholstery, In your homo.
• Prolfjcis your carpet, drapery 
and upholstery InvostmOnt.
• ConYoniehl, quick-dryinUt stays
cleaner longer, ;, '
FREE 0N4.0CATI0M ESTIMATE--RESIDENTIAL. COMMERCIAL !



















































Stewed Tomatoes 14 oz
CO-OP
Mnshroom Soup 10 .z.
uptoh
Onion Soup Mix 24 ^ .
NABISCO




Cheese Pizza Mix 45oe.
::domalco:'v.
Table Molasses srsg
CO-OP Chopped or Pieces ^ ^ ^ f®
Walnuts 8 .z,......... ..^1.25
TENDER FLAKE “? K 0
Lard lit.........................   I §
Sultana Raisins 2ib....... ........ .^Z n®S
Ketchup 25oz......:...........,................^1„25












- 4 varieties. 8 oz..









DdgFood isoz. .. . :.
KOZY






















Smokies buh . .. ....
Canada No. 1 Mealy Pork 






HEAL TH BEA UTY A/DS
CANADA GRADE
Short Ribs LEAN,
1 LB, £m. - MITCIIUM
Antiperspirantisoz, . . . . . . . .
$009
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . WP
$1^35 CO-OP
Sharnpoosoomi $129
• • • > 1 A « • • 1 Y ( 1 « • mUI
Peninsula
Consumer Services Co-operative





k® Cream 2um........ . . . . . . . .^1^®
Bread Doygli 54............
Orange Joke 22.Z, .......89
"NEW PkODIICT” HIGHIAOD XSSSC
Scrambled Egg 25og 411
Omelet Mix soog  ......... . . . . . . . .. .89*
Mrs. Smith C
Mince Pie 20.z. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... .
Apple, Green Apple, Strawberry Rhubard C'i
McCain Pies 21 .z.......... .........
COOL WHIP iiioe............ .
SIZE 138
4 89^............Tr LBS.FOR
Canada No. 1 M ^ t'
Tomatoes. .^.. .^ ........it. 45'









•Circulating "Hot Air" Cooking •Dishwasher Safe
•Cooks Faster and At Lower Temperatures oTIme Control 
•Continuous Seif Cleaning •Temperature Control
Optional accessories: Cookie Shoots, Dehydrating Shelves, etc.
BRAUN Model MPSO Deluxe









NEW STORE HOURS EFFECTIVE NOV. 10
MON. THRU SAT. 9-6 
THURS. & FRI. 9-8
GAS BAR OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
m PRICES EFFECTIVE 
Tues. thru Sat 
or while stock lasts
100% Canadian Ownod
“WHERE EVERY-DAY LOW SHELF
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VICTORIA AIRPORT
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY 
In The Bear's Den 656-1 176
Grassroots loved.
cajoled to perform
“It’s not a, club, not a game . . . 
we’re treated like professionals.’’
... a description of Grassroots 
Theatre Co. from a curly-headed 16- 
year-old in blue jeans w’ho sometimes 
forgets his lines, even with a well- 
worn .script in his back pocket.
For the past two months a devoted 
group of Parkland students has met 
five nights a week and Sunday af­
ternoons with drama teacher Doug 
Bambrough.; Together they work 
toward a Dec. 5 opening night of 
Arsenic and Old Lace.
“I work night and day,’’ .says 
Bambrough. “But then, theatre is my 
life.’’ Perhaps a stock phrase but an 
honest one. With 80 Parkland 
students, 40 crew members and the 
remaining 40 “front of house’’ 
including business manager and 
ushers, he runs a demanding 
program.
“I cajole them, 1 love them a lot — 
too much I think — and I use a lot of 
psychology,’’he says.
His crew, while energetic, is also 
relatively inexperienced. All but three 
have never even held speaking parts 
in earlier productions.
“It’s like instant acting.”
Ask the students his technique and 
a first response is “hollering.”
“He brings out the best in 
everybody,” says Craig Hempsted 
who plays Lieut. Rooney. “He forces
While most memorable Grassroots 
productions — Cabaret, Godspell, 
Jesus Christ Superstar, Kaleidoscope 
— have all been musicals. Arsenic 
and Old Lace presents a new 
challenge — humor.
“1 chose it because it’s such an 
absurd thing that it’s a real change of 
pace for kids,” Bambrough says.
Sixteen-year-old Mike Bell in the 
part of Teddy Brewster faces the 
challenge of insanity. In his travels 
through Parkland classes the young 
actor can be heard to .shout 
“Charge!”, one of Teddy’s more 
frequent lines. He’s taken to the role.
“He has to understand insanity to 
be insane,” says Bambrough. As 
well, the concept behind the two 
Brewster sisters, who see their 
gruesome hobby as charity, is a 
complete change in thought process.
‘Missed your cue!”
‘Sorry,” says a young actor
quickly finding his lines.
“Get downstage! Get downstage! 
“Get rid of your script. She’ll 
prompt you.”
It out.
Another actor quickly dashes a 
rolled and crumpled script off stage.
He asks the players to compete 
with themselves. If they’ve per­
formed before, he asks that they be 
even better than the last time — 
“and I get results.”
plans, this final week will see the 
culmination of many weeks of work. 
From the learning of lines lo con­
struction of a four-level weight 
bearing stage, actors and actresses 
have prepared well to meet their 
public.
“It’s a challenge and they’re really 
struggling,” says Bambrough, “but 
by the fifth ...”
“Lots of energy now!” And 
another session of rehearsal gets 
underway.
Arsenic and Old Lace cast includes 
Jill Rooke - Abby Brew'ster, Jason 
Krop - Rev. Doctor Harper, Mike 
Bell - Teddy Brewster, Greg Griddle - 
Officer Brophy, Sean Earl - Officer 
Klein, Sharon Heath - Martha 
Brewster, Sarah London - Elaine 
Harper. Steve Wallace - Mortime 
Brewster, Jamie Kline - Jonathyn 
Brewster, Glen Backhaus - Dr. 
Einstein, Jerry Cook - Mr. Gibbs, 
donny Harrison - Officer O’Hara, 
craig Hempsted - Lt. Fiooney and 
Ray Mohr - Mr. Witherspoon.
Production crew includes stage 
manager Samantha Holt, lighting 
engineer Deneen Grant, costume- 
makeup by Brigid Barriscale and 
Karen Baart, properties by Hilary 
Logan, Yvonne Melville and Pippa 
Pantlin, technical director Darrell 
Orr, stage crew Scott Nunn, sound 




highs and lows of cast's performance.
On stage for a Wednesday night 
rehearsal, young men in white tennis 
shoes and oversized suits take their 
places. They enter the virtues of 
another day. The gentle virtues that 
went out with candlelight and good 
manners and low taxes — Arsenic 
andOldLace. “
Later, during a break in rehearsal, 
Bambrough goes through . each 
performance, There’s advice to lose 
some of the quiver in Abby’s voice, 
for another to stop yelling and 
another needs more projection.
Actress Sarah London finds part 
of her costume is conflicting with her
presenting Arsenic and Old Lace at 
Parkland school at 8 p.m. nightly Fri­
day through Sunday (I)ec. 5 - 7) and 
again Thursday, Friday and Saturday 
(Dec. 11 - 13). Tickets $3, senior citizens 
$2.50, reserve tickets $4.
The play itself is like taking a room 
full of logical thinking and turning it 
upside down and inside out. The 
Brewster sisters take on one of their 
charities with great enthusiasm and 
.soon have a basement filled with the 
bodies of lonelv men.
concentration, “Yes, but I’m 
thinking about my feet. 1 can’t wear 
these shoes for the rest of tonight -— 
my feet arc killing me.”
With little lime left for rehcar.sal 
the pressure i.s on. If all goes ac­
cording to director Bambrough’s
Story, pholoH by F.Jirol Brrgcr
rAVell, let's not talk about the war. lyUl you have another cup of tea, dear?" asks Abby (Jill Rooke) of the 




Peninsula senior citizens will he 
paying nuue than twice as much for 
aulomobile insuiimce next yeni and 
not just the average provincial in­
crease ol'JK per cent, according lo 
figures front an infitrination package 
given Insurance C'orp, of B.G. 
agents,
rite dranuttic jump for seniors cvn
the peninsuki .. 1 It) per cent - is a
icstili of ICBC's new FAIR |irogram, 
Under the new progriini, age, area, 
iind inarii.’il status are no longer 
taken into consideration.
Fhis year setiiors around the 
province received a 25 per cent 
discount for ttge, tind though the 
provinciiil governmeni hasmroinised 
to iciitsiaic that discount, it will not 
conte in the same form as ICBC’s rdd 
discount,
I'lmi inciins seniors will prohaldy 
have to pa> the full K.'BC talc-, iuu.1 
then tipply for some sort of grant.
As well, seniors on fhc peninsula 
received lower rates than others in 
the province because ol the areti. 
tireaier 'V'ictoria iirid - sontheni 
Vancouver Island had tlie lowest 
insurance rates of any area in B.C.
Siiiuiich seniors retiueMing ICBC to 
continue the seniors' tliseoitnt iiiid to , 
give seniiyrs special considerilliim.
(iailand stud a copy wtis also .sent 
to I'inanec'Minister .and Saanich anti 
the Islainls Ml,A Hugh C.'mtis, vvho
then lorwardcd a copy lo Agrieuliiire
ISwho
er cent increase
It all itdds up to seniors paying a 
w lio|iplng I lO'per cent increase ne.xi 
,vc.o fiom $12,'^ l.ist ycai (with 25 
pet cent discount) to $262 next year 
(without discount) for “pleasure 
use",.
, F',ven w nit the 2.5 pgr cent discount, 
seniorsWill still have to pay 58 per 
cent: more for driving on the 
inminsula. ’
Ami 111,at will he the aveiage in- 
crei'isc lor everv iliivei on the 
luaiiiistda, Drivers iiMitit (lieir ciiis 
simply lor pleasure will pay.$2<i2 nc.M 
year insietid of$!67 in IPHO.
Driving to work will ct»si diivcrs
$,Lii6 in 198) instead of iust $21J...a
$12.1 increttsc. And rales fivr vehicles
tised tor business will jumir M per 
cent ■— from $286 tfiis year to $457 in 
19aI, 1 h.n’saii inciciise of $171,
not the tirivers’
But il spokesman for the (,'enlral 
Satmich Senior Citi/eris Association 
‘hi.vs lia; aivoaiscstUC unuc,vissa|^y,
Kemu'ih Oitrland, association 
Secret ary, ' said Thursday ICBC 
should he raising the ainoum
tletliicltble 
piemiums,
"I lie only way to get itround 
keeping piemiums down,,.is to raise 
die dedtieliblc," f latland siild, 
fiarlniul'' lu vncidii^Mv I'omplained 
iihoiii possitde increases ftir senidrs 
liing beloie they were announced, 
fhe association sent a July 5 petiiion 
Willi 24 7 ‘iuniimres from Cenirnl
Minisiei ,lim Hewitt, 
responsible for ICBC.'.
ICBC piesideni Tom Holmes 
responded lo tlie pelilion, informing 
the assoeiaiion ICBC did leeoiiiiiiend 
e.xieiision of (he discoiinl, Inil new 
legislalion would nol I'lermll ll, 
daiu land said the association would , 
nol he making ai|y fiirilier appeals to 
ICBC, “W'e have appealed through 
ICBC anil they tire lulaninni in iheir 
siaiid. We have no irlam. lo do 
anyiliing Itnihcr,” he said.
Meanwhile, tosoei.iiion piesideni 
Gladv', Doihrouck sidd last \veek site 
has reseivtilions aboiil the new 
iliseouni piogiam, Dolfiroiiek said 
slie woiideied wn.a Miptiialiuii:, will 
he pul on the gram and liow it wilt he 
disirihiiled,
Vhc afidi'il the iMcrcasi'd lalcs will 
hit senioi s very haid Ireeause so many 
rely on lludt cat's, As well, volunteer 
services like meals on wheels vdll also 
be hit hv the I ales inerense, sfiesaid
MMs,
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® GOLDSMITH 
® WATCH REPAIRS 
® DIAMOND
APPRAISAL^








5'” & Beacon 9:30 to 5:30 p.m.
656-5822 Tues. thru Sat.
EXPANSION AND





With any regular 
order over $3.00.
LIMIT 3 PR. per CUSTOMER
We Do
Repairs
Manning Press plant manager Joachim Steinike supervises smooth operation of high-quality press 
work while fascinated Saanichton elementary student looks on during grade five class visit to printing 
firm on Third Street — all part of national book week.
WE HAVE
FABRICS — BUTTONS 
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5 - PIECE ROLLER TRAY SETS
190mrn 240mm
Regular$6,99 Regular $7,99
SALE PRICE SALE PRICE
01143





PRICE $1 Q88liHli PerOnl.
9768 - Sth Street, Sidney, 656>3975
8 • 5:00 Weekdays 8:30 • 5 p,m. Saturday 10 • 4 p.m, Sunday






There was mutual enjoyment all round when 
youngsters from Saanichton school took time off 
from their lessons to visit Manning Press plant at 
3rd Street, Sidney, last week. Eager students 
asked plenty of questions and manager Joachim 
Steinike had the answers as he took guided 
youngsters through the plant.
Here’s a sampling of some of the delightful fan 
mail Steinike received following the visit.
Thanks for stepping aside and showing us 
around. It must of cost a lot of money and a 
lot of time. I really liked the card flattening 




of Manning Press when I grow up. 1 really 
enjoyed the ink rollers. I’d like to learn more 
about them. Thanks again.
yours truly,
Sarah Malerbv
Thanks for touring us through Manning 
Press. It was great. I have never seen anything 
so interesting. The machines were really 
neat You sure went through a lot of trouble 
taking the pictures and making them into 
posters. It was nice seeing you. 
yours truly,
AmyTrelford
Thank you for showing us the presss and the 
big camera that you can’t wear around your 
neck. The rolling pins and the metal finger 
were interesting to watch. Thank you for the 
two pads and poster. ,
:.v;'yours'truly,
Y, Trevor v'-':':.';"
Thank you for taking your lime to show us 
the building. The pictures are great. The way 
the machine folded the cards was neat. 1 have 
never seen anything like it in my whole life. I 
wish 1 could see it again. ; ^
yours sincerely,
JulieMason , r:
Thank ^’ou very much for the tour of 
Manning Press. 1 was quite interested in the 
press although 1 couldn’t see well. I really like 
the poster and pads. I would love to be a part
VS e all thank you: for inviting us all : to ■ 
Manning Pr«s. We all enjoyed it looking at : 
the ink and the big camera. Mr. Steiniki 1. 
think you have the best group in Sidney. It 
was nice of you guys giving us a picture and 
two books. 1 wish we can go and see you guys 
some other time, 
yours sincerely,
Terry Julian
I want to thank you for showing us Manning 
Press. And special thanks for the posters and 
note pads. Tell all the other guys thanks for 
having patience with us. The best part I liked 
was when we saw the computor. 
yours sincerely,
Carey Jo.seph
Thank you very much for the really neat 
tour of the Manning Press. 1 thought the press 
tliat stirred the ink and the big camera were 
excellent. The computors were far out too. 





Barren Drive will have 
ilie supervision oi an 
aduli erossing giiarti 
lollowing a safety repori 
irom Sansbury- 
Me ravish elemeniaty 
sehools, .
Saanich scliool board 
approved ofIheguard ai
a Nov. 24 meeiiiii',,
A iraffie count 
coiniiietccl at the Hast 
Saanich Road and 
llaireil Drive crosswalk 
Nov, 14 from 8 a.m. to 
a.m, recorded 95
nonldiouiui vehicles and 
'd) sontltbonnd vehicles 
for a lolal of 165 
vehicles per hour.
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
RAD FLUSH & FILL SPECIAL
including up to 4 litres aiMilroezo 
(lushing compourid, all labor.
iOQS





ENGINE TUNE-UPS t^;: REPAIRS -- 
--COMPLETE MUFFLER & SHOCKS SHOP ~ 
AUTO ELECTRICHlEBUllJ), REPAIR. EXCHANGE 
GENERAL SERVICE
M/^CORNER OF 2ml & BE\’AN --Ti56.2422
I'u!! Service .Si.iiidard Stalion lYOl'H: Tt.)\VN' I’UMi'c
-iT-'-S-rr.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Recipe
for Welcome! ,





cis Wllh ' Till' NVui.1 r.i-
rfujiii in Ihf W drlll" 
Stir tr. .. ’'r I*.■■■■p..''
ity. vv.uni (in'n(llint''iV
And you'll have.., .v Rertr 
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Property values affect 
school assessmeuts
1'
For the second time 
this year assessments for 
school purposes on 
residential and seasonal 





assessments for school 
purposes will be 11 per 
cent next year — down 
from the current 13 per 
cent of actual value.
“Earlier this fall 1 
announced a reduction
from 14.5 per cent on 
assessment of residential 
and seasonal resort 
properties,” Curtis said.
“The reduction was 
necessary to lessen the 
effects of escalating 
market values.”
Parkland school chorus entertains at Sidney 
Personal Care Home on Sth Street. The chorus 
plans number of programs during Christmas 
reason including concert Dec. 16 at Parkland 
school. Ian Wijesinghe Photo.
could be ^nightmare ^
Sidney council last week ruled out 
issuing special parking permits for 
senior citizens and handicapped and 
instead came up with an alternative 
proposal for two additional handicap 
parking spaces near downtown.
The prospects of a special parking 
permit for seniors and handicapped 
was first raised by K.G. Aberdeen, 
2022 Ardwell, in a letter to council.
But council said earlier the issuing 
of special permits could result in a
“nightmare”. Instead, Aid. Stan 
Bamford suggested two more 
parking spaces.
But Mayor Norma Sealey 
questioned the need for additional 
handicap parking spaces, noting 
those near the town hall are seldom 
used.
Council decided to go ahead with 
the parking spaces and let municipal 





FROZEN DUCK . . . ........
. . . . . .  .J7'
.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..JP®
FRESH
SMALL SIDE SPARERIBS.............. ....... ....... ib.^ 1
FRESH PORK SIDE $4 00







FRESH PORK LIVER 
FRESH PORK KIDNEY 
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This Christmas In one 
of our beautiful 
decorative IVlirrors.
To assist you with your Christmas Shopping wo’ve extended 
our Showroom Hours to Include Saturday, Dec. 6 and Satur­
day Dec. 13 — 9 am to 1 pm. Please come down and see our 
large selection of mirrors.
SIDNEY GUtSS LTD
856-1313 10114 McDonald PatfiRd.
STORE HOURS:^
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 ■
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00- 5:30
Prices Effective 
Dec. 3, 4 
5 and 6
nmm
eyooEi’ Home.of SLIPEP8 eevirtga T ’ ■
' !n Dewntown Sidney . L ;' : ,:rL 
Across from Sidney Hotel
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITiES VVHILE STOCKS LAST
FOOD BUYS
RUPERT
FISHC«KES24«. . . . . . . . . .    *1“®
FISH STICKS H...............    ....*1“®
McCMN
Mini SDPBEME PIZZAn............................................................ ..*1**
VAUnFAIIM
FREKCHFRIESFiks.,,....,......... .................  39‘
VEftLCUTLET................................................i..®4”
VERLLEG ROASTi»«EUK....................................
VEALSIRLOINSTEftR. .. . . . . . .
VEAL T-BONE STEAK ................................................................ n..*3“
VEHL RIB CHOPS.................................. . ................ . .,,...i..*2®®
SHOULDER CHOPS. . . .i..®2‘®
VEAL STEW.............. .... i..*2®® ^





FRUIT COCKTAIL.A« „ ^
SmVPE NEW SWEn OP TMIT
CHERRY PIE FILLING ^
CANNED MILK . . . 2t.ii«..95*
SCHNEIDERS
MINI SIZZLERS piuupe. sooi............................................................. .99'’
SAUSAGE ROLLS soo,. .......................... . ..‘P
SLICEDBOlOGHAsooi... .
HEAD CHEESE 37SI..:,.,.....,...........,...:..®P®
QUICHE LORRAINE 200,.., ..,....... . . .®P®
BICK’S PICKLES
ONIONS, OLIVES & GHERKINS 12................. .............®1®®
OltlPICKlElli.r,..  ................ ........ .........................,.®1®®
CRANBERRY SAUCE 12...,................. ................. .................. . ..69'
LOCAL N0.1
TURNIP or





cetill0!l SNOW CRM '
CRABMEAT,.,..,.,.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ..,.,*2^®
MIXED NUTS I..M .....  ,..A
JAPANESE







COFFEE MATEs.0,. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . *1
CAONATION
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t PRE-CHRISTMAS 
SALE





Beacon Plaza Mall, Sidney 
10:00 TO 5:00 
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
We extend an invitation to come in and ^ 
browse and see our fine selection of ^ 
Handmade Figures Gifts, Ceramics and ^ 
Souvenirs ^
3S« 3£« 3SK 36« 3£« jeja iew'iSK 36a i
SIDNEY
BAKERY
Baking has been our business 
since 1903
DELICIOUS BAKED GOODS 
"FRESH DAILY"
2507 Beacon eS
TROUBLED BY HIGH 
PRICES?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
® Ver\' reasonable 
rates for downtown
® Mostly with full kitchens 
at no extra cost
©Free parking
o Resonable weekly, monthly 
family rates
for Iwdiure (jihi rfSfavthoHS u’ritf:
THE A4AYFAIR HOTEL




Central Saanich ratepayers are not convinced 
of the need for B.C. Hydro’s proposed 230 kv 
Pike Lake transmission line.
“We have nol been persuaded that Hydro is 
taking full cognisance of the possibility of natural 
gas coming to the peninsula,” said ratepayer 
association president Ron Kerfoot Friday.
At Thursday’s executive meeting, members 
agreed to request an independent review of the 
line’s necessity “in view of the pending arrival of 
natural gas.”
The transmission line would cross an estimated 
four miles of Central Saanich from Pike Lake to 
Keating Cross Road. At the Nov. 17 council 
meeting, a letter was sent to B.C. Hydro stating 
the municipality is unable to finance the S5.5 
million required to place the line underground.
However, the arrival of gas is not “pending” 
says assistant pipeline project manager Ron 
Kawalilak. As well, Kawalilak said Friday the 
pipeline and transmission line proposals cannot 
be compared.
“It (gas pipeline) may have some effect on 
future electrical load growth but not 
significantly,” he said.
The pipeline designed for residential, com­
mercial and some industrial usage will displace oil 
needs and not electrical usage he said.
Because the cost of conversion to gas from 
electricity is substantially greater than from oil, 
Kawalilak said the pipeline would not encourage a 
major displacement of electrical demands.
In January 1979, B.C. Hydro’s gas division 
filed a prospectus with the Environmental Land 
Use Commission to undertake route selection 
studies.
Those studies are now nearing completion and 
could be made public within four months. 
Kawalilak said the preferred route is from the 
existing natural gas line in Delta to south of 
Nanaimo.
BUILDING A HOME?
Bring your plans to Bailor Bros, for a detailed estimate of 
your building rcquirmeiits. At Butler Bros, we can supply 
you with everthing you need from roof top to foundation 









GRASSROOTS THEATRE CO. 
RARKIAND SCHOOL THEATRE, SIDNEY, B.C.
dRESERVE $4 GENERAL $3 GAP $2.50
Stuffed animals seem to be the Christmas craze this 
year — at least for Sidney volunteer fireman Doug 
Loney. Animals are just some of toys already 
collected by firemen for distribution to needy
peninsula families. More toys are still needed and 
can be dropped off at Sidney fireball, 983 7 3rd 





Registration is being 
taken now at Sidney Co­
op Pre-School for 
•lanuary and fall
enrolment ne.xt year. 
Classes are for three and 
four-year-old children 
and offer educational
and creative play ac­
tivities.
For more information 
call Meira Tennant at 
656-7504 or Linda 
Newman at 656-7654.
A draft plan for the Royal Oak area has 
suggested cluster and low-density housing on the 
slopes surrounding Rithet’s Bog as an alternative 
to single-family homes.
The bog-CLirrently within the Agricultural 
Land Reserve and comprising about 100 acres—is 
part of 730-acre Broadmead Farms and is used 
for growing vegetables in the summer.
The draft plan-the Royal Oak Local Area 
Plan-has been prepared for Saanich council by 
the municipal planning department.
Planners sugesl that ideally the slopes should be
.,;.r-fPART-0F ■
THE,VICTORIA COMMUNITY SINCE 1921







As 9 public service. McCell 
Bros, provide this booklet 
For your copy, simply mail 
the attached coupon to 
McCall s. If you have any 
questions about its con. 
tents, please fe«l fre« to 
contact McCall s by phone 
or by a personal visit
1400 Vanctmtr SUmI li Johniim 385*4465
miCEF
Revenue from the sale 
: df ; UNICEF : greeting:; 
cards' in Canada 
provided 24 per: cent of 
Canada’s contribution 
to programs which 
provide heal th, 
nutrition, education and 
social services for 
children in 110 countries 
around the world.
The cards are on sale 
at Pauline’s Hobbies 
and Crafts, 2424 Beacon 
Avenue, and at Safeway, 
2345 Beacon Avenue, 
Sidney.
retained in a natural state but say that economics 
will likely preclude that.
The plan suggests Broadmead give serious 
consideration to cluster or grouped housing as an 
alternative to coninuing with single family 
development with minimun 8,400-square-foot 
lots.
Cluster development would permit an 
equivalent density but allow significantly greater 
amounts of open space to be retained, while 
providing a unique natural setting, planners 
pointed out.
The draft plan recommends against council 
officially endorsing Broadmead’s own master 
development plan.
Instead, Saanich should retain the opportunity 
to systematically review Broadmead development 
in a detailed manner, planners said.
Planners have called for a general transition to V? 
h i gher densi ty development, rather than a; radical
RESTAURANT
Now Open for your Dining Pleasure
PIZZA PASTA’S - SEAFOOD 
mAVEM.
ALL WITH THAT ITAUAN FLAVOn
Hours:
11.2:30 LUNCH 
S pm-ll pm DINNER 
Monday thm Saturday
Licensed
This will not only retain portions of the neigh-* 
borhood’s existing character, but will reduce the 
premature need for providing extensive miunicipal 
services. • - . '
Presently, Royal Oak has a rural residential 
characteristic which has remained relatively intact 
even with the widening of the Pat Bay Highway 
and recent industrial and commercial develop- - 
ments.
Until recently, most homes occupied relatively 
large lots, but with continued urban expansion 
and development from the south the rural nature 
of the neighborhood is changing.
New subdivi.sions have been approved in 
Viewmont and Broadmead is continuing to grow.
Since 1971 development in Broadmead ac­
counted for nearly 90 per cent of all residential 
development in Royal Oak, this has been reduced 
to about 80 per cent in the last two years because 
of construction in the Greenlea area of 
Viewmont, ,
Of the first 83 homes built in Royal Oak in the 
lirst 10 months of 1980, 41 were in Broadmead. ‘ 
New homes have risen at an average of 26 each
year in Broadmead in the last decade.
Meanwliilc, statistics Canada information 
indicates Royal Oak is a relatively young family 
community with more than 50 per cent of the 
population under 30.
Idanners estimate 2,3.55 persons are living in the 
7.16 single-tamily liomes in Royal Oak-nn area 
comprised ol two neighborhood,S”Vicwiitiont on 
the west side of Pat Bay Highway, and Broad- 
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Mofin'Thiur. 0-5 p.rri. l-rl,
Cloiod Sat.aiun.
Island view Freezer Ltd,
700S Enit Saiinlch rtd. 6$2-2)|11
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The Royal Oak 
school-Mann Avenue 
area of Saanich has been 
recommended as the best 
location for the 
development of a 
“norihcrn community” 
recreation facility, 
according to a municipal 
area plan released last 
week.
The plan — called the 
Royal Oak Local Area 
PUmt — was drawn up by 
the Saanich planning 
department. Itruledout 
l.ayritz Park for the 
major recreation 
coinple.x, although this 












Deputy planner Allan 
Hopper said the 
recreation complex 
would include playing 
fields and other 
recreational facilities 
built on an eight to 12- 
hectaie (20 to 30 acres) 
tract of land im­
mediately north of 
Mann. Other
recreational facilities 
would be provided in the 
school buildilngs, he 
said.
Hopper called the 
Mann site well-suited in 
terms of a accessibility, 
and said there would be 
greater impact if the 
property was developed 
for .single-family homes^ 
And suggested council 
consider exploring the 
possibility of a joint 
school board-municipal 
development at the 
school,which is already 
weW used by the public 
for recreational and 
community -programs, 
and is close to bus routes 
and commercial services. 
Hopper said.
The municipal 
property north of 
Normandy Drive was 
also considered by 
planners, but was ruled 
out because direct transit 
service does nol service 
the area, and is away 
from the population 
iirea.
The facilities would 
serve Cordova Bay and 
Carey area residents as 
well as residents in parts 
of North Quadra and 
West Saanich Road.
All existing municipal 
recreation facilities arc 
located in the southern 




By SHAUNNE O’BRIEN 
Stelly’s bands put on their first evening 
concert Nov. 21. In addition a bake sale was 
held, and both these events went well. The
The Buzz from Stelly’s
success of the concert and bake sale was due 
not only to the players and their conductor - 
Ms. Hawkes-frost - but also to Mr. Roessingh 
— an intern teacher — the hard work of the 
two band presidents Sandra Martindale and 
Sherry Erskine, and of course, the ap-
predation of the audience. Looking ahead, 
the stage band plans a trip to Edmonton in the 
spring.
A new idea for encouraging proper eating 
habits has been promoted by one of Stelly’s 
cooking teachers, Mrs. June Frache, and her
class. The idea has also gained the support of 
student council.
The class hosts a ‘‘nutrition break” during 
regular class break Fridays where a variety of 
healthy foods such as fruits, veget^ables and 
dips, fresh homemade bread, etc., are made
available to students at no cost.
Supplies are largely donated, and the 
various concoctions prepared by the cooking 
class. The results has been an overwhelming 
succe.ss. Let’s hope the nutrition break is here 
to stay.
On Friday Nov. 21, the University of 
Victoria jazz choir performed at Stelly’s. This 
outstanding group put on a dazzling display 









1980 saw the implementation of Phase I of the 
Fundamental Amto Insurance Rating program.
The whole idea behind E A.I.R. is ultimately to remove 
any form of discrimination in automobile in­
surance rates for reasons of age, sex, marital status or 
where a person lives in the province. It seeks to 
hnlc Autoplan rates solely to an individual's driving 
record, habits and attitudes. -And that's fair.
Phase II of the five-year F. A.I.R. program will take 
effect on January 1,1981. Here are the highlights;
1. REMOVAL OF AGE AS A RATING FACTOR
This step completes the removal of age, sex and 
marital status as factors in detemiining how much 
you pay for your Autoplan insurance. From now on, 
no individual or group will be penalized orfavoured 
solely on the basis of age. ^ ^ ^
2. INTRODUCTION OF A DRIVER ACCIDENT 
PREMIUM
In order to place finaheial responsibility squarely 
where it belongs-on the individual behind the 
wheel-a Driver Accident ITemium will be introdu 
on January 1,1981. It will apply to drivers of vehicles 
rated for pleasure or drive-to-work use. It means 
diivers of such vehicles who are responsible for 
an accident which results in property damage or bodily 
mjury to others will pay an additional premium of 
S390 for each accident.
This premium may be paid in one lump sum or 
in three equal instalments - the first payable at the 
time liability is determined, and the second and third 
on the next two anniversaries of the acciilent.
If the total claim is SlOO or less, this Driver 
Accident Premium will not be charged. If the liability 
is divided, each driver whose share of the claim is 
more than $100 will be charged the full Driver Accident 
Ikemium. If the claim is less than $390, the driver 
who is at fault may choose lo make a single ixvymcnt 
equal to the amount of the claim, rather than pay 
the Driver Accitlent l’remitun.
This premium is cliarged to the driver of the 
vehicle, whether or not he or she is die owner.
Failure to pay a Driver Accitlent IVeinium after notice 
from the (Corporation will result in tlenial of Own 
Damage coverage for a subsequent claim,
business and commercial vehicles will continue 
to be rated under the existing Safe Driving Vehicle 
Discount system in 1981.
(b) The Driver Accident Premium will also not 
apply to drivers of motorcycles or trailers. This 
is because the cost of the accident premium could 
exceed the total cost of Autoplan insurance for 
these low-premium vehicles. However, motorcycles and 
trailers will still be rated according to the Safe 
Driving Vehicle Discount system in 1981.
3. CONTINUATION OF THE SAFE DRIVING 
VEHICLE DISCOUNT
The Safe Driving Vehicle Discount system will 
continue to be applied throughout 1981.
For instance, if your vehicle was involved in an 
aceident at any time in the three years /yior to 
December 31, 1980, you will lose, or already have lost, 
part of your Safe Driving Vehicle Discount.
; D any changes in the F.A.I.R. program, you 
will still have to 'earn back' the full 3-year discount 
with the required one, two or three years of accitlent- 
:; free driving. :
An accident occuring after December 31, 1980, 
on which a Third Paiiyr claim is paid, will result in 
assessment of a Dfiver Accideritikemium. ® V.
to pay claims for bodily injury and death. It provides 
for the victim's own Third Party Liability coverage 
to be applied to bring the total payment to the higher 
amount of coverage. •
For example, in a situation where a driver at fault 
carries $100,000 Third Party Liability coverage but 
the victim canies $500,000, the higher amount can be 
applied to the claim.
2. INCOME REPLACEMENT
If you consi der that the standard No-Fault benefits 
would be inadequate to cover your lost earnings 
in the event of an injuiy resulting from an accident, 
you may wish to consider this endorsement. It pro­
vides limited additional lost income protection and 
death benefits.
4. REVISIONS TO THE PENALTY POINTS ' : 
;;j: PREMIUM PROGRAM .
In addition to the new Driver Accident Premium 
for people who cause accidents, 1981 will see a 
revision of the Penalty PointsTremium irrogram as a 
deteirent to irresponsible drivers who actinire 
penalty points for traffic violations.
The minimum number of ixrints a driver can 
acquire without financial ijenalty is now 5 instead 
of 6, The maximum number is now 25 instead of 2(1.
The dollaramount of the atlditional Penalty 
Points Premium is calculated by squaring the numher 
of jKunts, equating that figure to dollars anti
3. LOSS OF VEHICLE USE
You can purchase this endorsement in con- , '
junction with an Own Damage policy It provides for 
reimbursement on a fixed scale to cover the ex­
penses of a rental vehicle when you make a valid claim ■ 
for Own Damage coverage. ‘ : ^ .
Ydu can choose reimbursement to start 24, 48 or 
72 hours after the accidentis reported to ICBC- t 
or the police, It will end with completion of repairs, y ® 
replacement of your vehicle. Or the date on which y 
ICBC tenders settlement for the loss of your vehicle. ®
adding 3()"i
5. ADJUSTMENT OF TERRITORIAL RATES
Further changes will he made in the F. A.I.R. iiro- 
gram towards eliminating differences in territorial 
rates. In 1981, tliese differences will be atliustetl to a 
ma.xiinum spread of 2()"ii between territories,





were hi! with yet another 
increase in tlie cost o! 
operating their 
aiitoinohiles this week 
wl'ien provincial cabinet 




As of last Monday 
i nics lor testing vehicles 
went from SI,75 to $3 
per vehicle. That rate 
applies for all
an t o mob i Ics and
commercial vehicles 
nmjer 1,4(X) kilograms. 
'Ihe rate for heavier 
commercial vehicles has 
be’en set at $5 up
from $1.75.
lAninsiila residents 
are also faced with the' 
task of driving their
vehicles into Victoria for 
inspection. H.C, has 
only five !c.sting stations 
— three in the Viin- 
conver area, one in 
Victoria, and another in 
Mnnalrno.
Vehicles in those areas 
without inspection 
approval arc subject to 
ticketing by police.
(it) It does mil apply to drivers of vehicles rated 
for comtTtercial or btisiitess use, .Since the cost ol 
insurance is a business e.xpen,se, it's ttnfair that an em­
ployee-driver shoitkl ixiy the Driver Accidetit
IVctnium whcti responsible lor 
an accitlent while drivitig an . 
einjiltlyer's vehicle
l lowever, accitlenis will still
in 1981
.Several insiirattce options will lie available to you 
when yon renew your Aiiioiilatr insurance. 
Please take titue to check tlieih oiiLhelore yon renew. 
They are part of K..dJC's continuing pn »gram 
to provide a hroatler range of coverage to meet your 
specific neetls.
4. AUTOPLAN RATES FOR 1981' f":
Unavoidably, Autoplan rates will increase in 1981. 
Why? Quite simply because the number oTacci- ■ 
dents is going up; the severity of personal injuries is , 
increasing; the cost of settling claims-both col­
lision and personal injuty-is skyrocketing.
We can't control these factors. The costs we a;ji 
control, like the administration of Autoplan, are 
atnong the lowest for any corporation in the auto in­
surance industiy in Ntirth America: 16 cents of the 
premium dollar versus an industry average of 30 cents.
Inflation plays a large part in the rising 
cost of settling insurance claims, but so tloes the increas­
ing comirlexity and sophistication of today's 
aittornobiles. 13ual headlights, unitized bodies, light­
weight materials, catalytic converters...these are 
just some of the atlvances in safety, environmental 
jirotection, fuel economy anti styling that make 
every accident tliat mucli more costly. Settlements for 
itijuries are also increasing each year.
So, here are the rate increa.ses scheduled for 1981:
All average increase oi 31"(i for comiiulsory
Third I’arty Idahility coverage.
An average increase of 48"(i for extended
Third Party Liability anti Collision
coverages,
1. UNDERINSURED MOTORIST PROTECTION
This option provides t.'xiendetl protection to the 
victims of accitlenis where the insuratice earrietl
Furthertleiails on a' 
aspects of Autoplan 
may he loutiti in the 1981 
Motorist Kit ttvaihible 
from your local 
Autoplan Agent 
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Krenbrink guilty of assault Porcelainsociety
A 24-year-old Victoria man who was the victim 
of a police beating 18 months ago in front of 
Sidney RCMP ’ detachment office was himself 
convicted last week of assault causing bodily 
harm.
David Dean Krenbrink, 24, Brock Douglas 
Flett, 33, and 21-year-old Daniel David Purgaj 
were convicted of unlawfully confining Gregory 
Alan Howard, 25, and assault causing bodily 
harm to Howard.
The trio were found not guilty of assault 
causing bodily harm to Mark Haley, 23, and 
possession of a shotgun for a purpose dangerous 
to the public area.
Krenbrink was the victim of an assault by 
former Sidney RCMP Const. Grant Bottrell May 
1, 1979, in front of the Sidney detachment. 
Bottrell was later sentenced to three months in 
jail, but is currently awaiting appeal hearings.
Krenbrink was sentenced to 18 months for 
assault and six months for confinement, while 
Purgaj was handed a six-month jail term for 
assault and one day for confinement. Both 
sentences will run concurrently.
Fleet will be sentenced Dec. 19 when ,a pre­
sentence report is ready.
Judge Montague Drake told Krenbrink and 
Purgaj that the jury found them parties to a 
serious crime. There was an agreement to punish 
Howard, Drake said, but he noted there was some 
provocation.
However, people were not allowed to take the 
law into their own hands, he said.
Victoria county court was told during the three- 
day trial last week that the three men went to 
Howard’s home Sept. 26, 1979. Howard told the 
court the three attacked him and Mark Haley
after being told they had to be put in hospital as a 
lesson.
He said he saw two motorcycles 50-yards down 
the road and four people. Krenbrink came 
towards the house and Howard told the court he 
loaded a .303 calibre rifle because he expected 
trouble.
Krenbrink was let into the home by Howard’s 
wife and told Howard the rifle was not necessary 
because he just wanted to talk.
Howard said he unloaded the rifle and 
Krenbrink took it out of his hands. At that time 
Flett appeared at the door, Howard said, holding 
astick.
Howard and Krenbrink proceeded to discuss an 
incident two days before in which a'shotgun was 
used. Krenbrink and Howard then left for 
Haley’s home in Howard’s truck followed by 
Purgaj and Flett on motorcylces.
At Haley’s house there was another argument 
over the shotgun, and Haley apologized, Howard 
said. But Howard said Krenbrink wasn’t satisfied 
and said the two men has to be put in the hospital 
as a lesson.
Howard said Flett struck him and Krenbrink 
struck Haley. He said he fled the house by 
breaking through a window and asked a neighbor 
to call an ambulance.
Crown counsel Clinton Kittle said the facts 
cried out for a jail sentence. What happened was 
a joint venture by the three men and the chief 
protagonist was Krenbrink, he said.
Defence counsel Harold Turnham and Brian 
MacKenzie urged Drake not to impose a jail term. 
Turnham said it was a technical confinement 
which lasted at most 25 minutes and involved 
Howard travelling in his truck with Krenbrink 
when he didn’t want to go to Haley’s house.
meets
2483 BeacoEi Sidneif 656-5@21
The Porcelain Artists 
Society of Cordova Bay 
met at Cordova Bay 
Store headquarters on 
Nov. 27, with president 
Mrs. Win Life in the 
chair. The group will 
participate in the Hobby 
Show in the Victoria 
Curling Rink April 22, 
23, 24 and 25 and is also 
exploring the possibility 
of contacting a teacher 
to conduct a seminar in 
January. The society 
will also look into the 
liklihood of holding a 
show of their work in the 
spring.
MACLEOO^S
Sundays ■ Dec. 7th, 14th, ^ 21st 
(10 a.m. - 5 p.m.)
D®cmmb@r Stor® Rous’s
OPEN Friday Nights till 9 p.m.
Oec. Sth, mh, & iSth
Canada is no ioriger a colony. ' V
You are no longer a colonist.
All of us, as proud Canadians, must tell the British Parliament, through its Prime 
Minister Thatcher, that we do want our Constitution brought home...
BUT
., . brought home as it is, with no changes or additions, other than a temporary 
amending formula which will allow us the power to make changes as we see tit.
The proposed federal resolution is asking the British Parliament again - as we did 
in 1867 when we were a colony - to write the rules that govern us.
We, as free Canadians, citizens of a strong and independent nation, should not 
feel the need to ask Britain for further amendments.
Canada West Foundation supports a Made-in-Canada Constitution,
•A Constitution for all of us. For the people. For the provinces. For the nation. 
Together, we must shape our future.
Matters of equalization and a charter of rights demand the voice of every 
concerned Canadian from coast to coast. Speak now - for the Constitution is a 
binding document from this day forward.
The coupon belpw gives you a voice - the chance to tell Prime Minister Thatcher 
that you agree. Mail it today. We will personally deliver the entire bundle to Britain,
CANADA WEST 
FOUNDATION
Mail to; Canada West Foundation 
Box 80000 MPO 
Ottawa, Ontario
DEAR PRIME MINISTER THATCHER:
Please send my Gonslitution home, as Is, Provide a temporary 
amending formula, and send us the BN A Act otherwise 
uncttangod, Canadians (rom coast to coast will mako tho 





Donald Perry of Sidney plans to 
rorni a young Soared group for the 
first time on the peninsula. Aim of 
the group will be to foster and en­
courage interest in the political 
process in B.C. in general and the 
Social Credit Party in particular and 
to dispense accurate information 
while enjoying a .social atmosphere. 
Young people interested in joining 
should contact Penny at 656-1881 or 
call the constituency office at 656- 
6232.
An annual Chri.stmas lea and 
display of historic gowns and antique 
clothing and artifacts by the 
Canadian Costume Society takes 
place at 2 p.m. Sunday at Galiano 
Lodge, Galiano Island. Music of the 
past will be played by Ken Durrard 
YTrio. ' C':'- ■ -Cy:'.;
Genlral Saanich senior citizens 
meet at 2 p.m. the first Thursday in c 
each month in the Lions Hall on East 
Saanich Road, New inembers 
welcome.
Central Saanich fire department
cardio-pulminary resuscitation 
clas.ses are held the fir.st Wednesday 
in the month at the firehall. For 
more information call Peter Cellarius 
at 652-113 l or 652-2649.
Central Saanich Boy’s and Girl’s 
Club invites all youngsters to join in 
the fun and activities at Keating, 
Brentwood and Saanichton 
elementary .schools evenings. For 
more information call Tim Richards 
at 652-4444.
Central Saanich recreation 
dcparinenl offers morning, af­
ternoon and evening fitness classes 
for adults, kindergym for one to 
three-year-olds and recreation 
playtime for pre-schoolers. For 
details call Tim Richards at 652-4444.
Saanich Peninsula Toastinnslers 
meet each Ttiesday at 7:15 p.m. at 
Panorama Leisure Centre. For more 
information phone 382-5004. Cniests 
welcome,
Sidney Ladies Barbershop chorus
meets tn 7:45 p.m. every Monday in 
the Masonic Hall, 4ih Street, Sidney,
For more information phone 656- 
5761.
Brentwood Bay Alanon Group 
meets Tuesday evenings, Sidney 
group Wednesday evenings. For 
more information phone 382-0744.
i.a Leche League of Sidney 
welcomes all women interested in 
breast feeding to its monthly meeting 
held the first Thursday of the month 
starting at 8 p.m. Thursday, at 7934 
Galbraith Crescent, Central Saanich.
I-or details phone Judy Ptolemy at 
479-8871. >
Discovery Toastmistress Club 
meets second and fourth Thursdays 
at 8 p.m. in Shady Greek United 
Church, East Saanich Road.
Peninsula Singles Club invites all 
single; , divorced; widowed and 
separated persons to their Sunday 
night coffee and dancing socials at 
New Dimensions Studios, 755 Yates 
Street. Cair 382-0333 for further 
;iuformation.;v ;
Bhiewater Cruising Association is 
held 7:30 p.m. the first Wednesday in 
the month at Panorama Leisure 
Centre. Call 656-2723 for more 
information.
Central Saanich Arts and Crafts 
Fair will be held 10 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Saturday at St. Stephen’s Hall, St. 
Stephen’s Road, off Mount Newton 
Cross Road. Weaving demon­
strations, wood carving, pottery, 
paintings, graphics, textiles, 
jewellery, photography.
A giant gym sale and auction will 
he held noon to 3 p.m. Sunday at 
Arbutus secondary school, 2306 
lidgelow Street. Wide selection of 
new and irscd gifts Anyone wishing 
to donate an item may bring it to the 
school Saturday between 9 a.m, and 
noon. The sale is to raise funds for 
the school band,
I he Vancouver Island Netherlands 
Association extends a warm in­
vitation to one and all to visit Vic­
toria Inner Harbor Dec. 6 at 1 p,m. 
and witness the arrival of the 
traditional Saint Nikolaas and Black 
I'eeters from Spain,
\Ve iire pleaseii lo offer tnir annual suhscriplittn r;ttc of $10,00 ',vhieh ctin he 




I'ill in attd tnail Ihe coupon to: 
The Siilncy fhrii w 
I’.0. Box 2070 
Sidney. B.C, VKI, 3S5
Please enter my Mibseriplitin for one year. 1. . . 1
Please enter iny subserlptimi ami bill me later. LJ 
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Island Farms Dairies Co-operative has received 
fiwardfor its advertising campaign lauding Bastion 
Theatre and Victoria Symphony Orchestra, part of 
dairy’s efforts to promote recognition for 
deserving groups. Showing award from Financial 
Post and dressed for night at theatre, from left, 
Eric MacDonald, general manager of Bastion
Theatre; Rick Truman, president of Truman 
Palmer Jarvis, the dairy’s advertising agency; 
Gord Ganong, marketing manager of Island Farms 
and John Pendray, owner of ^Delight” and 
president of Island Farms Dairy board. 
MacDonald credits dairy’s advertising with helping 




Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Haikala, who spent a happy 
month with their friends Mr. and Mrs. Tom 
Michell, Island View Road, left by air for their 
home in Wheatley, Ontario, la^t week. Mrs. E. 
Hunt, Mrs. Haikalas’ sister, who also was a guest 
for the past two weeks at the T. Michell home, is 
now spending a week in Victoria with friends and 
relatives before returning to her home in Terrace, 
B.C.
Recent guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs. L. 
Farrell, Larkvale Drive, were Mrs. Farrells’ 
brother-in-law and sister, Mr. and Mrs. J. 
Murphy, Altario, Alberta, and Mr. Farrells’ 
brother and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. W.D. 
Farrell, Port Moody, B.C.
. Dick Mawbrey, Keremeos, has been a guest at 
the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. Walcer, Veyaness 
Road for the past two weeks. Also spending a 
.short visit with the Walcers last week was their 
granddaughter, Mrs. R. Crosby of Toronto.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Hardingham, Ebor Terrace 
apd Mr. and Mrs. D. Holloway, East Saanich 
Road, returned home last weekend from. an 
enjoyable week’s holiday in Reno, Nevada.
men
get to,
Family and friends of 
Walter and Shirley 
Monych gathered at 
their home Nov. 2 to 
honour the couple on the 
occasion of their 25th 
wedding anniversary. 
The surprise party was 
arranged by their son 
Kelly and three 
daughters, Wendy, 
.lanice and Karen.
Out of town visitors 
included Walter’s aunt, 
Mrs. Katie Monych, and 
Walter’s mother, Mrs. 
Mary Monych, of Foam 
Lake, Sa'sk., Walter’s 
aunt and uncle Mr. and 
Mrs. Nick and Dora 
Melnechenko, of Foam 
Lake Sask., and 
Shirley’s aunt and uncle, 
Mr. and Mrs. George 
and Ann Budnark of 
Burlington, Ont.
Cards, gifts, long 
distance phone calls and 
messages added lo the 
delight of the honoured 
couple.
m wmswsi.Trs best t® switoi somethmg
OFF
2456 beacon ave., Sidney
The 5pm-7pm electrical msh hour.
We all arrive home, turn everything on and come 
close to overloadmg our electiical capacity.
With conservation, we overcame it last winter.
But it will be with us every’winter until a new cable 
comes from tlie mainland in 1983.
So we should turn down the heating while cooking.
Cook whole meals in tlie oven to save 
using top elements, and avoid self-cleaning tlie oven 
around dinner time.
Hot water (batlis, showers, dishes, laundriO can be 
used outside the critical 5piTi-7pm period. _
froning and work with pd’wer tools is best left ^ 
until later.'
If we avoid using electricity at the wrong time,
Because it’s not the electricity we use that could 
give us problems. T ^ ^
It’s the electricity we Waste. 7 ;
mmmsmmem euie
It was just 40 years ago one Thursday evening 
in Re.slhavcn Hospital when No. 11 Fighter 
Squadron Band, RCAF, Patricia Bay, led by 
bandmaster Alf Tutle, deliglued patients with a 
fine program on the front lawn of the building.
“A large number of friends were pre.sent as well 
ns guests and members of the hospital staff. 
Patients confined to rooms derived inspiration 
and pleasure as they listened lo music through 
open windows." reported the Sidney Review at 
that time.
On Dec. 7 some of those early mu.sic makers 
and their wives will be able to reminisce about 
World War H days at a luncheon to be held at the 
Royal Canadian Legion Hull un Mills Hoad, 
They include Air Vice Miirshall K. Plant and his 
'wife, a former commanding officer at Pat Bay 
and AOC of western air command; Mrs. Poupom 
whose late husband was adjutant at I’at 
Bay.Lancc Harrison of The Attic fame in West 
Vancouver; Howard Denike, music director ol 
Reynolds school and Bill Rtitcliile, who oc­
casionally provides peninsula people with httppy 
Bavarian imisic.
supper
The Saanich Pioneer 
Society held a tea Nov. 
16. At the .society’s 
Nov, 17 meeting it was 
decided to hold a pot 
luck supper for members 
and Iheir families at 6 
p.m. Dec. 15. The 
supper w'ill be followed 
by a short business 
meeting, and a show of 
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Marina 6n your dooratop. On« 
bodroom condominium with approx. 










Member - Victoria M.L.S.








Immaculate 4 year old 4 
bedroom hom_e in Sidney.
1 '/i bathrooms and utility 
on the main floor. Close to 
all conveniences. 
$35,000;{X) mgt at 1114% 
assumable. $89,000
\SEA VIEW':'-;?.'"'
7 year old 3 bedroom full 
basement home with nice 
sea views of Saanichton 
Bay. Basement partially 
developed with extra 
bedrooms and rumpus 
room, M.L.S. $120,000.
WATERFRONT 
60x200 foot lot in one of 
Sidney’s better areas. This 
lovely lot with 750 square 
foot cottage has a westerly 
exposure over a protected 
bay with views to some the 
gulf islands. Nicely lan­
dscaped. By appointment 
only.






in your own Condominium. 
Prices in the Whistler urea 
arc escalating so quickly 
that before long most 
people will not want to 
spend the amount required 
to purchase a condominium 
nor will they he able to 
afford hotel or condo rental 
■■rates. ■■■
WE HAVE THE AN- 
SWERIII
Call us for details of what 



















A VEGETARIAN CHRISTMAS 
POTLUCK feast and celebration will 
be held by the V.I.V.A. Sunday, 
December 7. 5:tK) p.m., Norway
House, 1110 Hillside Ave. Victoria, 
Everyone invited to come ond bring 
some food and recipes to shore (no 
meat, fowl or fish). Corol sing-olong, 
gomes music. For Information, coll 
Pot. 656-6583 or Cheryl. 598-4936.
MOTHER OF 1 WILL BABYSIT at her 
home weekdays. Near Sidney school. 656- 
7651. 1923-49
............. I
....... -y tr <
F@fs^
BRENTWOOD BAY FURNISHED UNITS;
kitchenettes, dishes, cable T.V. Free park­
ing, maid service. Available weekly or 
monthly. Sandbwn Mbtel. 652-1551.
1541-11
QUIET COUNTRY location, near 
Observatory. 3 bedroom house to 
shore with 2 males. S200 per mo. 
each. Call Tim, work, 552-4444 or 
home, 727-2340, 1976-49
FULLY FURNISHED WATERFRONT 
HOME, adults only, no children, no 
pets, $600 per month plus utilities. 
January through March. 652-2507.
________________________ 1977-49
WATERFRONT 1 BEDROOM condo. 
Mature adults, no smoking, no pets. 
Hool, HW, appliances,'WW, drapes 








LARGE DELUXE CONDO on Mount 
Washington for rent. Everything' 
included. Close to oil chairs and cross 
country trails, steeps 8, Minimum two 
nights. Phone 112 245-4920. no-50
2 ROOM SELF-CONTAINED SUITE. 
Downtown Sidney. $225 par monlh. 658- 
8323 after 6 p.m. 1913-49
WELSH MARE, excellent temperament, 
well-trained, good jumper, suited to begin­
ner. 652-1353 evenings. 53
A DALMATIAN PUPPY will moke o 
great household pet and on excellent 
guard dog. 3B3-B990. 1974-49
BABY GUINEA PICS. $6 each Coll 6S2- 
3177 ofter6 p.m.1940-49 
3 KITTENS NEED homes lor Christmas. 
1 block; 2 block and whites. Con be 
gift wrapped. 656-0053. 1944-49
COLLEGE COURSES AT HOMEI Speed- 
writing, shorthand, bookkeeping, business 
math. Full lime courses also available. 
Contact DuKus College, 543 Seymour St.. 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3H6. Phone 681- 
7567. na-tf
LADIESI Do you enjoy singing? II so, why 
not join us on Monday evenings, 7;45 p.m.. 
Masonic Hall, corner 4th and Mt. Baker. 
Sidney. No auditions, nol necessary to 
read music. Contact Pal Marsh, 656-5761 
or Ann llott, 656-4054 lor further informa­
tion. tl
SAANICH PENINSULA GUIDANCE 
Association. Services for the family, indi­
vidual, marriage and family counselling, 
656-1247, 9813 - 5th SI.. Sidney V8L 2X4 
0637-tf
EXTRA CASH FOR CHRISTMAS? Col­
lector paying fair, competitive prices for old 
78 s. especially ol opera singers. Will 
travel. Crane. Box 1988. Sechelt. B.C. VON 
2A0. Phone 885-9210. na-49
Esisin@ss
FOUND: 10 copies of the Garfield 
1981 Colendors. Left by mistake In my 
cor. 656-7852.
AVON
To Buy or Sell
Territories available
Mrs. J. Guenther 
384-7345
URGENTLY REQUIRED. Small house or 
oportment to rent for young married 
couple. Patricia -Bay-Sldney area. 
,656-7619;':- 1936-49
NEEDED URGENTLY in Sidney area, 2 
\or 3 bedroom house and yard , by 
family vvith 2 youngsters, a pup and 2 
cats. We are conscientious renters 
and hove references. We wont to 
rent frorh people who consider 
children ond pets os blessings, not- 
blights. Willing to pay $300-$450 for 
the right ploce. 656-0053, 1945-49
THE B.C. MEDICAL Assoc, ond tho 
Victorlo Medical Socisly join Ihe 
Victoria YM-YWCA, 880 Courtney 
Street, in sponsoring o lecture on 
Thursday, December 4 ol 8 p.m. The 
topic It Alcoholism the Crippler. 
Bruce and Cocllle Baird from Gllloln 
Manor will speak on fomlly systems 
and chemical dopendanco. Free 
odmission. Coll 386-7511 for more 
Informotion. ■
HEAR THE PROS AND CONS OF 
PSYCHIC Hooling, Infornotlonal 
Concer Victors, 7:30 p.m. Wed­
nesday, Docombor 10 In tho New 
Horixons Centro, 1330 Fairfield Rd. 
Victorlo. Interesting color tildes. 
Como and form your own con­
clusions^
YM-YWCA Winter Camp at Comp 
Thundarbird from Sundoy, December 
30 to Wedneidoy, December 31, For 
chlldien ages 11 • U, For more In- 




Responsible, mature, compassionate peo­
ple to help those who cannot always help 
themselves.
Should have car. Some evening, weekend 
live-in assignments. .
Pay $4.25 an hour to start. 
PENINSULA COMMUNITY
TRANSLATION
English-French or French-English. Very 
reasonable rates. Call Nicole Cyr — 656- 
6042 evenings. tl
SAVE TAX DOLLARS 
INCORPORATE 
LOW COST—FAST
For Further Into Phone 
THE LAW SHOPPE 
TOLL-FREE 112-800-663-3035 
(In Vancouver area call 687-2442.) 
Chargex and Mastercharge welcome. 
"Legal Help You Can Afford." na-lf
DIVORCE 
LOW COST, FAST 
For Further Info Phone 
THE LAW SHOPPE 
TOLL-FREE 112-800-663-3035 
(In Vancouver area call 687-2442.) 
Chargex and Mastercharge welcome, 
"Legal Help You Can Alford." na-tf
; or call In at 
9788 - 2nd St., Sidney
1802-49
■S%,S';;'
iKiiitmenl wllh In-low lulta. Cloie to 
(thetpt. huiei, efr,, 6M‘67S7 •venlngi.
19A3-49
10K MERRVTHON FUN RUN, Sunday, 
Dbcomboi 1-1, at Hondomon Conlro (2291 
Cedar Hill X Rd,, near U Vic), 9:30 a m. Late 
roolatrnilon, 10 a.m, run aiaria, Roiitn; 10 
kilomnlore {6.?. nilioa) o( ncnnic dolighia on 
- a Tolling route, Coal $i (lor person, in­
cludes (oirnshmonis and babysitting. Wo 
wolcomo you lo help tie cwlubialo this holi­
day aoaiion with a Chrlolmas Time Fun 
Run.. ■ ■ '■■■' ■  50
iMNICHTOfi "BOO CLUB" CfTiislmas
luikoy card parly, Central Saanich Lion's 
Hull, KoMing. Friday, December 5, fl p.m. 
Turkey prijes, door prijaa, rohoobmonis, 
Gverybody welcome. 49
BIDNEV LlffLE~LEA(iUEliiAil>l1ALL
luikoyhingo, DocombeflO, Op.in Knighio 
ol Pylhlas Hall, Fourth SI. Admission 
STOP, wxira cards gSe ne, or 5 tor $i ,00.49
Bi'ENTWOOD COMMUtirrr~ClU#,
Wolint# Drive, Turkey Dingo on 
Mondoy December I5lh, 7:30 p,m, 
Everyone welcome, ;
oIaNT dVM SALE ond oucllon,
December 7 ol Arhului Jr. Secondory 
School, 3306 Cdgelow St, lo rolie 
luiuU lor the Aibuiui ,lr, Dond, Sale 
will commence from noon lo 3 p,m. 
Donoiloni moy be leli at ihe school 
Solufday, Oecemher 6, from 9-13. 
noom________
CINTRAI. SAAiwciT’AilliT’ciAm
FAIR, Soiutdoy, December 5,10 o.m,
- 9 p,m, St, Stephen's Hall, 8l, 
Stephen's Road, oH Ml, Newton X Hd, 
Arllsls ond trails people from Vic- 
Inria and Snltipring Island with 
poil'ery, paintings, grophits, 
weaving, levlll* pri, jewelry,'
a"nnual CH»ii‘T5CiAT'~TEA*”'und 
showing of hIsiaiTt gnwni ond <in- 
litlue cloililng ofllftKli by ihe 
Cnnodlnnn Costume Society (Jnllnno 
Lodge, Oollono Islond on Sunday, 
December 7 rii 3 p,m, Chrlilmpi 
Carols and noslolgic music td lli# past 
by Ihe Ken Durrard trio of In- 
lernatmnnl muilrinns
WE’LL PAY YOU 40c EACH lor en-j 
velopes .you mail, II you're .dependable, 
you can work at home handling mail lor us., 
Postage paid, No experience needed. For 
application send sell-addressed envelope 
and 25c (lor U.S. postage) to TEXON, 
INC., 95 Public Square, Monmouth, Illinois 
U.S.A. 61462. ,1860-49
LIVE-IN COMPANION WANTED tor
elderly Sidney resident. Light house­
keeping duties, plenty of tree lime and 
occasional weekend reliel. (We are flexi­
ble.) Room and board plus $100 per week. 
Call 479-9498,  1906-50
WANTED EXPERIENCED TELEVISION 
SERVICE TECHNICIAN for oil mokes 
and models. Also able to service 
stereo equipment, radio shack ex­
perience an asset will bo In charge of 
own shop Including paperwork. 
Apply Toks Homo Furnishers Box 270, 
Golden B.C. VOA IHO or phono Art 
344-27 28. no-50
LIVE IN MOTHERS HELP Required lor 
West Vancouver homo. Two younij 
children, drivers license roqulroc',. 
Willing to troln Phono 926-5024. no-49 
NEEDLECRAFTERS NEEDEDI Enjoy 
your stltchory while earning 
Generous weekly commissions! 
Domonstroting our quollty kits Is fun 
and easy; wo iroln. No Inventory, no 
collection or sorting, no dollverlosl 
For dolaili and catalogues contact: 
Tho Creative Circle c/o Sally Wollors, 
R.R.#I, S-30, C-l Cosllogar, B.C. VIN 
3H4<, Phone 365-S094 no-49
RELIABLE DELIVERY person required 
lor Odysslo Restaurant, Wooknighls, 
cor provided. Apply In person, 1.30 • 
4:30 p.m., Odysslo Restaurant, 5lh 
ond Daocon Ave. Sidney, 1983-49 
PART TIME “ H'ECEWlON'i$T~“i‘:^o(re'd 
Immediately lor drapery shop in 
Uronlwood Boy. Please coll 652-9525,
1 949-49 
OCCASIONa’l AFTER SCHOoi
babysillor roqultud, Your home lor 
Grade 1 boy. Wlllilri wolking diilunco 
ol Keollng olomonitiry school, 656- 
 1934-49
REtPQNSIDlE LOVING daycare
needed part lime, 1-3 days per week, 
0-5 p,m. your homo or mine, for 5 
monlh old and 4 yrmr old. Deep Cove 
area, References required, 6S6-4190,
l94'/-49 
WOMAN TO HELP™rilAN ond cook In
private home, December 31 through 




9773 - Sth St. 
656-5541
The largest one stop Equipment 
Rental Yard on the Saanich 
Peninsula. Authorized dealer for 
TORO, LAWN BOY and
SNAPPER.:









Owner Will Dorman gives per­





LOG HOMES AND CABINS. Daybreak 
Construction Ltd. For brochure or 
fuiiher information, contort George 
Donovan, Box 777, 100 Mile House, 
B.C. VOK 2EO. Phone 395-2867 (doys 
or 397-2735 (evenings).tf 
OLDER WHITE TOILET, wall hung sink 
with legs and tops, $25, Culligon 
water softener and salt, SI65 . 556- 
3543 1955-49
FAKE FUR CAPE, now condition $25; 
ironing board $5: 3 yrds. grey flannel,
3 yrds. brown fortrol, half price 556- 
7823, evenings. 1963-49
BEIGE FRENCH Provincial chesterfield 
and choir, excellent condition, $300 
656-4650. 1967-49
MUST SELL BEAUTIFUL early Conodlon 
ook cobinet $550.656-2110. 1956-49
TWO MICHELtN snow tires, 165 x 13.' 
Virtually new used for less than 500 
miles. $100 the pair. 656-4083. 1954- 
49
FURNITURE DRAPES. Green 
hollywood bed: green 85" couch and 
choir; channel-bock choir: 38" high 
chest of drawers: toble lamps; beige 
Nougohyde recliner; Victorian 
Loidler todies choir; solid cherry 
chest of drawers with matching 
double headboard; antique silk pair 
gold drapes, 82"xl4'; pair parchment 
drapes, 82"xl4", poir sheers, 
85''x22': one sheer 85"x9' pair 5‘x7’ 
Pokistoni rugs; miscellaneous cotton 
drapes. Phone Friday, 656-5617.
1 97 I -49
TOY SALE. Quality toys, Fischer 
Price, sanitized. 4949 West Saanich 
Rood, December 6lh, 10 o.m. - 2 p.m. 
Countryside Pre School 1970-49
DAOUST SKATES, size 3'/., Buffalo 
yarn sweater and matching toque, 
boys size 10-12. All excellent con- 
ditlon, 652-5725. 1966-49
CHESTERFIELD, CHAIR and recliner, 
SlOO; toble ond 3 chairs; $75: battery 
operated clock. $25; odd tables, $25 
each; picnic table and benches, $30 
656-6833.  1950-49
WALL MIRROR, plain. 42’'x28", $30; 
Chrome highchoir.Jike new $35. 555- 
3081. 1954-49
RECORD-A-CALL. -Telephone an­
swering systems for rent, lease or 
purchase. 10% discount until 
December 31st. See J.J. Record 
Centre, 2383 Beacon Avenue. 656- 
7522. 1936-6
RADIO SHACK ELECTRONIC printer 
disploy desk calculator, like new. 
Cost S140, osking $99. Illuminated 
2x3' window display sign, slightly 
used. Paid S290. asking $195 or best 
■ offer. 656-7522. 1939-49
GE UPRIGHT VACUUM cleaner, 1974 
model, little used,; in excellent ; 
:condition,. $65; solid maple wrap- 
; around heodboord for child's bed, 
S60; solid front door complete with 2 
; side lites, $100. 656-0260. 1937-49
ELECTRONIC ORGAN. Like new, 
model Alio Viicount. 2-37 key 
keyboards. 13 note pedalboord, 5 
variable instrument controls, rhythm 
unit, magic keys. 25 watt am­
plification. Complete with bench 
seat. $750, 555-2262, after 6 p.m.
1933-49
’A TON LOAD, Split and delivered, 
older with Hr, $50; older, $65. 
Evenings. 112-653-4207, 1941-49
AS NEW OVAL braided rug,
: rust-''gold, n'5"x8'6’’, $95; 1 pr. gold 
shortie drapes 100"x45", $15, Firm, 
656-0088, 1946-49
MAN'S BICYCLE, 1 speed. 26" wheels. 
Mechanically porlect, host oHor. 656- 
6709, 1965-49
BRAND NEW LARGE MAN'S wot suit, 
hood ond boots, $200; diving knife, 
brand now, $30. Homo 656-6355 or 
656-5561 oHico. 1959-49
2 PR, OPEN WEAVE dropos, os now; 
largo child's spring horse. $20; Singer 
vacuum, $35: baby wolkor, $10; roof­
top ski rock, $10: poIr ook poddies, 
$20; bike baby carriers, one ol $5; 
one at $12,50; 3-llght gloss fixture, 
$7.50, 652-2993 evenings. 1952-49
POTTER'S WHEEL, sisi: l^dii'n
spinner, mode by Rohllnger, $150. 
652-2072, 1972-49
WANTED. GOOD wood lathe. 385- 
2098. 1948-49
SAMURAI SWORDS and related items 
wanted to buy by collector. 382-1971.
1 953-51
CARPENTER TOOLS wanted. Not 
electric, old ones preferred. 382- 
1971. 1951-51
HARBEL HOLDINGS LTD.
Mobile homes located In parks on pads. 
Listings and sales, We welcome all en­
quiries concerning Wheel Estate. Listings 
wanted. Phone 585-3622 (collect). 13647- 
100th Ave., Surrey. B.C. V3T 1H9. The 
Wheel Estate People. na-ll
MAKE MONEY in your spore lime. 
Learn Income Tax Preparation. For 
free brochure, no obligation, write 
USR Tax School, 1345 Pembina High­
way. Winnipeg, Manitoba. R3T 2B6. 
n 0 -4 9
NORTHERN COMPANY short of funds 
to continue placer lease in Dawson 
oreo, Yukon. Capitol needed in 
return for share of gross. Serious 
inquiries only. Box 4218, Whitehorse. 
Yukon. Y1A 3T3. na-49
■ <
20’ ALUMINUM
SATURDAY, DECEMBER6lh 10 a m. - 3 
p.m. 2348 Tryon Rood. Aquarium 
sets: children's skis, occumuloted 
household gcxsdies; some garden 
tools: rotory lownmower. 1980-49
THINK CHRISTMAS. NEWLY covered 
chesterfield suite, dinette set chairs, 
fool stools, miscellaneous. Thursdoy 
Dec. 4 to Sunday Doc. 7 8:00 o.m. to 





17'/. FT. THERMOCRAFT, with trailer 





7174A West Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay. B.C. 
652-4512
New shipments ol Guitars just arrived. All 
reasonably priced. Perfect lor the be­
ginner,
INSTRUCTION IN PIANO, organ, guitar 
and accordian. All levels, all ages — class 
and private. Call for more inlormation. 
Lann Copeland Music Centre. 7174A West 
Saanich Road. Brentwood Bay. 652-4512.
1009-11
GUITAR LESSONS AVAILABLE locally 
at the English Music Studio. Folk, rock, 
classical and jazz. Call Gil at 656-2242 or 
656-4739. 0681-11
1973 GMC four wheel drive tow 
truck, one ton dual rear wheels: 
Holmes 480 Twin Boom Wrecker, 
hydroulic snow plow. International 
1600 four wheel drive truck, new 
Holmes 500 twin boom. Wrecker C fi 
T Rentals Ltd. Phono 635-6174, 4630 
Lokelse Ave., Terrace. B.C. V8G 1R2. 
n o - 5 0
Farm Frcs^iae©
OLDFIELD ORCHARD
Macs. Spartans. Golden Delicious and 
good windfalls. 6286 Oldlield Road, south 
oft Keating X Road. Open 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
daily. 1840-50
{ A Come See our V 
Xmas Specials
In-ilors private Isisont In Guitar, 
Dulcimer, Bass, Drums and Plano. Six • 
Vit hour leisons, $25.00 a month.
' 9843 2nd SI. Marina Court 
Sidney 656-4673
ATTENTION
Mr. David Page, last known address 
Saanichton. B.C. or anyone knowing his 
whereabouts. This is the final notice il the , 
goods left at Glenhagen Farm, 1583 Mt. 
Newton Cross Roads, Saanichton. B.C. 
are unclaimed by December 24.1980. the 
goods will be sold by public sals on Janu-: 
ary 2. 1981.
3 Richard L. Mutrie, owner.
' ■ 1928-49
Mtseellarieous
3 Room groups, bnchnior suitos, imlivldu.hl 




croflsmonthlp, living area specialist. 
Free oslimolns. Days, 303-66I4; 
avanlngsSSMau. 1810-49
OT. ANDFIEWO CHURCH (lolt*e phily 
find b»k» me, Saiuicley, Ortcember 6,10 
u rn, 10 12 noon. 4ih Sireei. S'tlney. 49
GARDEN SERVICE. Pruning. Oruno von 
Sciiuckmami. 0,50-inOQ,  Q707-II
MOOT PIIAOErOF OAnDENiNO am)
inndeenpino “■ also garden dasign, Call 
Chariwa Vautrin, 68B-1 BBS atlar S p.m. 10-it
nunUAGE, OARIIAOE llAULED7Ba«e. 
ttianl and clonn-up joba, Phonn 652-4035,  a'7.ti
PRI-CHRItTMAt ileonlnfli Need your 
house (leonerf for Chfistmat, but no 
time lo do It yourself? For' respon­
sible housekeeper, phone6S6-S319. 
I_98 I - 4 0^______ _________
Wlu"iAB¥SIT DURING the doy, rn”v
home, for iTtoro Information, toll 
656-2165,  : I97B 49
vou”no "’Iadv ”’viTu Jo
hAuiecle.-snin.^ Stdn-sy -tre-t $5 hO
yier hour, Plerjie coll 656-8329, 1979- 
49
CONT»ACrfhAri|Rl”7eq\Jr7'fo¥J9
ond bucking tontror:l, Relerencei
urUllwLU -,!! (vqwvSi, fwi quululluu
coll 724-3731, 6.00 a.m, - 4;30 p.m, 
ovenlngi and weekends coll 72.1-3291 
w 723-9324. Mit
DRINQ YOUn REPAIRS and monding in 
10 The Duay Bao In our naw ospanded 
prnmUoa nnxi to iho Bank ol Nova Scolia. 
Export nllerallona at loaaonabio pilcoa, 
>'DI0 Or Oman We Do Them All." Phone 
650-2544. ......... ............. 1807.(1
ALICE’S
DRESSMAKING
Won't, ladioa', chlldron's aliemiionh, ra-, 




WOOD WINDOWS AND DOORS! H C a 
loyyoil priceal Hugo lolociion. Now oiock- 
ing pina doubia giaiod windowa. Waikat 
Dour; Vancoiivor liiflO-llOl), 1360 8.W. 
Manna Drivo, V6P BZB or North Vancouver 




Pofk, Voal and Lamb. Fraezor Cut,




393 LEE IN7IIID rille sport shxk'; 
Scope ^hd sling, 1135. Home, 656- 
6.‘J.56or6il6-556l office I960'49
RAW GOLD FLAKES, 15 grains 85% 
Pure, DUployod in ollrortivo gill 
potkogo Excollont gill or koopsokol 
Send $19,95 loGold Flakes, Box 1187, 
Grond Forks B.C. VOH IHO. na-49 
RsT'eNERGY WOOD heaters" orid
furnncoc For lurlhor Infor-'nol ion ond 
your closest doolor write Oox 3637 
Smithers, B.C, VOJ 2NO. Phono 847- 
4301, Deolar enquiries InvHed. no-49
COLLECTORS PLATES All NEW mid
bock lisutrs, Over 300 plaloi on 
display, H.C, Plolo Oollory, 4679 
KIhgswny, Hurnoby, B.C, Phone 437- 
3432, Vlso, Mosterchorge. no-SCl
iFyoU enjoy OARblNiliioTlo Tl
year round, using on olumlnum and 
gloss groonhousol Wrlto lor free 
brochuro to; D-C. Greenhouse 
Rulldors, 7435 Medley Ave., Durhoby, 
D.C, V5F. 3RI, Moll orders now 
avolloblo, no-49
' ^ ' I. Casp$, ,j
■ ' m VaMfBS I
THIS IS ITI!
Gas prlcea getting you down?
Well, hero's a car lo lake you to town. 
It's an offer you can't refuao,
So read on •— hdre'a the nows
ON A
'73 Mazda 808 sedan. One owner, 43,000 
miles, Excellent motor and Interior. 
Asking S2,500 obo.
Phono Ron, 656-1151 
Evonlngs, 479-2075
1971 OATSUN 510, 4-door wogon, 
Aulo. radio, now brokos, naw 
mufllor. Only 30,000 miles. Tested 
$1,950 or oltcr, 656-6748. 1973-49
1975 ORAN TORINO, 2 door hnrdlop, 
Power brakes, povror steering, low 




9843 - 2nd St., 
Sidney, B.C. 
PHONE 656-2542
IF YOU HAVE MIS­
PLACED YOUR SAVINGS 
COUPONS BRING THIS 
ADD IN — FOR 20% OFF 
REG. PRICE ON ALL DRV 
CLEANING + 30% OFF 
ON DRAPES ~ NOV. 
19THTODEC, 20TH.
Tubs, to Fri.
8 am to 5 pm 
Sat. 10 am • 5 pm
Lots of 
Parking
POPE. Air Commodore S.L.G. Pojpe, 
C.B.E.. D.F.C., A.F.C. passed awoy 
offer a brief illness in Worthing, 
Englond. He was ot one time Com­
mander of the R.A.F. at Pot Boy, then 
residing on Tryon Rood, Curteis 
Point, Sidney.
STACEY: On November 26, 1980, Mrs. 
Ruby Dorothea Stacey, iote residence 
2203 Molaview Avenue, Sidney. B.C. 
Predeceased by her husbond, Henry 
Cecil Stacey, May 1975, and o son, , 
Oonold, Sidney. She leaves her sons: 
Norman. Bedford, Novo Scotia; 
Clifford, Comox, B.C.; Kenneth, 
Nanaimo, B.C.; Robert, AlHston, 
Ontario; 11 grandchildren: brother. 
Wolloce Foirgrleve. North Van­
couver, B.C.
Funeral service was held at the Sands -- 
Chapel of Roses, 9838 Fourth St.. 
Sidney, B.C., on Monday December 
1st. 1980 at 1 ;00 p.m. Rev. R.H. Pratt' 
officiated. Flowers were declined 
but those so desiring may contribute 
to the Sidney Silver Threads Service. 






Hospital will retain 
obstetrical and pediatric 
services contrary to 
recommendations for 
centralized hospital 
services. , ■ :
: At the Nov. 26 Capital ; 
Regional hospital tioard 
meeting, directors _ 
agreed to support earlier 
community views to 
maintain local services.
As well, the board 
agreed that Royal 
Jubilee Hospital will 
remain open for ob­
stetrics and pediatrics 
for a two-year period 
following the opening of 
the new Helmcken Road 
Hospital.
This resolution is 
conditional on 
provincial funding to 
meet costs of operating 
and special staff.
Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital will continue to 
refer high, risk cases to 
the regional hospital. .
/ y -rtl! PHOTOGRAPHY 
PORTRAITS 
WEDDINGS
2420 Doncoli Ave, 658-5311
PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED 
AD THIS WEEK
Zhe Sidney Review
Regular 20 words for With this coupon and 
propayment •— 20 words for *2“®.
.Category: ■;;' ' ____' ' ■' ■■ ■
VOUn NAME, ADDREaS, POSTAL 
CODE. 300 gummmJ InbeU (mftcia by 
hancliRWppBrt), Only $i ,06; non lor $2 05 
Mnll cboque lo; Mnnrticappoil l.abols, Box 
1318, atalion 'A , Surrey, D.C, V.3S 4Y8,
,■ Pfl-49
CLARK ENTERPnliio
Low price factory (lalvags gintii. Cut lo 
•IfB, 24 oz, 78e sq, l|,; 32 oz, $1,25; 3 16 
$1,60; V»’ plale, $1,76. Bronzi) liru, 24 oz. 
$1,00; 3 1 (1 $3,00. Worka At rear ol Slegga 
Lumber. Sih Bitaet, aipriey, Open Mon, • 
Ffi, 12;3Q • 4 p.rn., asturoay 6 n.m, • 12
POPP, i(
liNO-AIJitklCAN liVEk (0) gauge 
opti Mopflard gouge elecirlc trqlpi, 
fboPB Larry 438-3647 (tollert), Pleoze 
give ifeiirlpllon ond number on 
•rein*. nn-49
UAMIPIQHI, tom extra holiday 
money bring your hopdlerofli lo the 
Bpokworm, Brenfwuxod Boy, For solo 
by flonslgpmeni, si







P.O. Box 2070, Sidney V8L 3SS ; 
or bring In to 9825 • 3'* Street '
Wednesday, December 3,1980 THEREVIEW
SERVICE DIRECTORV




9615 - let ST.. SIDNEY
-
Cosiftraciors ExcavatSasg











® Bus. Consultant 
©Income Tax
•Phone 652-1769
f BART i 
{ BUITBNDYK {
I LONG-TIME I 
SIDNEY BUILDER 1
Inow specializing inj 
I finishing carpentry, cab- j 
j inets and built-ins, rumpus I 
• rooms, repairs, additions — •
r%
Peninsula
I no job too small.








^4903 BellcresC Place 
Victoria, B.C.
Bookkeeping to trial balance, pav- 
rolls, write-up work One timctmly or 










1864 John Rd. 
656-2691
Quick ■ Thill ■ Etficu'nl
■; iiesiiisi@ '
WeldMg
KEYS e LOCKS 
LUBRICANTS
Bonded Insured 






















Renovations - Concrete 








, I’civoihiltziQ Scn'u'i’ 
.“From Estimate to 
Installation - 
Three Weeks!"







Would liko Ramoono lo knit iwo 
nduH R Iwo chiidfons Indian 
fiwftfllors Will fiupply iho wool
“CLASSIFIEDS
WORK”
PLACE YOUR AD 
Now With 









Rewiring, electric heating re­
pairs, appliance connections,





(im'crmm’Mi rrrifUi'tl li'iliiil- 
rinil li'll/i d.'i i/crir.s c.tpi'ncrro' 










lniliAUi.il • RiAidcnual 
t',iimini'ii;i.il Wirinp 






















n i' I : M / I .
AJAX IIOMC «ncl 
OFFICE CLCANEBS

















Service Residential - 
Commercial
or smnll
nv will lio them nil.
^^VtSON WEtfl













10200 BOWERBA.SK Ri). 
SID.NEY, B.C. 
PHONE 656-3822 
MARINE SALES 6 SERVICE
J
on Wednesdays 
Leave vour child ol P.a.I.s. 
while you shop!
$1.50 on hour
9830 - 5ftl St. 
(across from Shop Wise) 
Other Weekday,,
Pal, Pre-School




2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
v\j'r.i\ ( i.mil ll.f.jL". 
trii'.r ( l'.i..'fr. 
U'f.l-,,.. C.,... Aul.-.




Ki'sidl'ntial. ('oinnuMvial ntui 
Golf Gourst* C'oiisfriKMion.
(i953 West Suunirh Kd. 
Brentu’oml Bav
€>Ien WilllamN 652-3323
A & B BOAT TOPS
Com(.)lele Boat Upholstery 
C.invas Bot Tops 
Camper Cushions 
Rep.i i rs



















BACK FILLING - LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 
SEWER STOhM DRAINS 
WATER LINES





DIESEL AXll fLlS 
Coinplile InNlallmions
Ucbuil(iinnf.\h;iiisl sysicjns, rorplv- 











Fence Posts, Digging, 50 








COMPLETE BOILER REPAIRS 
FABRICATING & WELDING 
GOVERNMENT APPROVED 















® 22 years plumbing 
experience in H.C.
• Special rates Tor 
.. [tensioners
• Ne\y homes 

















Trucking, Excavating and 
Backlioe work.
556 Downey Road 

































' 1 ,J 'll' 1 1(1 ll
„ , .ItSWiISlliiilW >',.
Christine
Laurent Ltd












I'or all your tooling neeik, 
Sliiike.s Slilngleh, Tar 





"You aonJ have 











S| t.'( k iliyilic MI 
.SI|lli|ol'h 
Inluoit h I loHllg
6.52" 15111
JET-¥AC
Furnaces, fireplaces, duct 








.Also hauling. Will tlvlivfi tmi* 











The Chamber of 
Commerce 
Has a Business 
Inlormation Centre 
Gail on us
9615 - 1st Street 




Marine, Auto & Safety Glais 





10114 McDonald Park Rd





























Island there is a 





P.O. Hox 2()0H 
Siilnvy, il.C. V8I, ■iCl
By HELEN LANG
Time now to give some serious thought to 
Christmas. Some of you will already have done 
your shopping, and some may have wrapped their 
gifts and even mailed their cards. I am talking to 
those of you who are of a more sluggish nature 
who — quite possible — haven’t even had time to 
read this article, so I’ll try to make it short!
Your Christmas cactus should by now be out of 
the cool, sitting in a place of honour where it is 
getting lots of light. Keep it well fed (some well 
balanced houseplant' fertili7.er, like Schultz, 
every twb weeks) and water it every couple of 
days, so that it doesn’t dry out at any time. Those 
paperwhites, and hyacinths should also come into 
a warm place ... they will grow amazingly 
quickly in the heaf of the living room.
They, too, will need a good light, and do try to 
keep them away from the heat registers. A few 
words on plants that you may be fortunate 
enough to be given for Christmas:
Poinsettias are such dramatic plants, and 
require so little T.L.C. every home should have 
one. Keep your plant out of the sun (with this 
weather that has to be a joke), out of drafts, and 
water it when the soil feels dry, and aside from 
losing the odd coloured bract, it should go on for ' 
months. Cyclamen are just a little trickier to keep 
happy. Water your plant from the bottom, keep it 
as cool as possible, and out of direct sunlight 
(ho, ho!) and out of drafts. Some people have a 
way with cyclamen, and keep thenvblooming for 
months, but most homes are too warm arid a few 
weeks of flowering is all that you may achieve, so 
enjoy it while it lasts.
Chrysanthemums are meant to be enjoyed for a 
short time, as well. Keep your plant watered; it 
probably won’t need fertilizing, and when it has 
finished blooming water it thoroughly, cut it back 
to a couple of inches in height, put it out in the 
garage, and if there is any sign of ife in the spring, 
by all means plant it out in the garden.!
May 1 suggest you put your holly in water, even 
the piece that you plan to put on the pudding . . . 
it will last for weeks.that way, and be much less of 
a fire hazard when it is sitting, looking so festive, ::
I right next to those lovely Christmas candles. :V:
If you have bought a living Christmas tree this ■ 
vear. a couole of hints on hovv to care for it; Your f 
trees will be either in a pot; or“balled and burlap- 
ped”. In either case, the important thing is to try : f 
to keep it from drying out. . . it will be suffering 
from terminal shock anyway, with the change in 
temperature from outside to inside; We have 
; found that the best way to keep the tree alive is to • 
put the pot (or the balled roots) in a larger con­
tainer and fill the space between with either wet 
soil or bark mulch, or in desperation, wet 
newspapers. Do set this larger container on a piece 
of plastic before you begin, or you will end up 
with a spot of grunge on the carpet that will make 
you curse Christmas.
Keep this mulch wet, please ... it will give off 
moisture, and, once again, reduce fire hazard. A 
misting a couple of times a day also is helpful, but 
plays havoc with any gift wrapping that “runs” 
(red tissue for example). Another lc.sson we 
learned the hard way was not to fastcn lhe angel 
too securely to the top of the tree. We have one 
Austrian pine with a badly forked leading branch 
as a result of insisting that the angel be rigidly 
upright . . . better sire .should have been allowed 









Branch of ihe ACW held 
Iheir annual meeting 
Nov. 18 at the home of 
Miss Mary Miirtin, 
Brentwood Drive.
Togciher with ilic 
Morning Branch, the 
ladies gave tlic cliapel 
<81,51)0 ™. proceeds from 
I lieir full lea and bazaar.
Rev. Will Dobson 
conducted the meeting, 
hollowing animal 
reports, the following 
officers were elected:' 
president, Mrs, A.S.
McNeil; vice-president, 
Mrs, Bert Dodd; 
secretary, Mrs, I-.O, 
Wollaston; treasurer, 
Mrs. U.O. Koxboroiigh; 
extra cents, Mrs. Fred 
Rush worth; united 
thank olfcring. Miss 
Mary Martin; dorcas, 
Mrs. Will Dobson,
ciilemlars. Miss Mary 
Marlin.
The sooner you can bring yourself lo take down 
the decorations, and get your tree back outside, 
and into the ground, Ihe happier it will be. Now, 
just a couple of ideas for Cliristmas gifts for your 
gardening friends: For about $10 you could 
purchase a really good, heavy-duty pair of 
secateurs, or a sturdy gardening fork and mat­
ching I rowels (two shapes). How about some 
matching Rubbermaid poi.s . . . ino,st of us have 
plants in evcrytliing from a handleles.s cup, to the 
cheap plastic pots you see everywhere. That 
kiiehen windowsill is a sight!
For under $10 you might give a couple of ro.se 
bushes in pots, for a little more a rhododendron, 
and for a little less g copy of The Faclflc Gar­
dener. Subscriptions to monllily gardening 
mugazinc.s vary in ca.si, and in mo:.l casc,s you 
need to write to the maguzinc to gel a sub­
scription, but you can pick up a copy to wrap 
from, Sidney News and Variety. May I suggest 
"Hnrrowsmhh” or “The Organic Gardener”,
The best gift of all. and you don’t need to be a 
gardener, to give it: include someone, who has 
Ho-one to be with on Christmas day, in your 
Chrisimtts plans,
Merry Christmas, all you nice people. I’ll be 
back to bug you in .lanuary.
Silver Threads
A social liour
followed the met‘iirig. 
Mrs. Rusliworib was 
Miss Martin's co­
host css.
Munda> • 10 n.m, quilting, billiards, noon 
lunch, l?.:30 p.m. cernmlcs, 2 p.m, swim club, 
7:30 p.m. bingo.
ruesday - 9 a.m. Spanish, Scrunaders [iracticc, 
oil paintiiig, 10 a,m. lapidary, noon lunch, 1 p.m, 
wlilst, 2 p.m. I'renclt couversmion, 7 p.m. games 
night.
Wednesday « 9:30 a.m. novelties, noon hot 
dinner. 1 p.m. films, 2 p.m, concert« I’arkland 
Choir, 7 p.m. duplicate bridge.
Trip tickets on sale with rcfre.shmcnts at Ihe 






Despite strong public opposition, Saanich 
council last week supported removal of part of a 
•former Cordova Bay holly farm from the 
Agricultural Land Reserve.
Mayor Mel Couvelier cast the tie-breaking vote 
after the eight aldermen split with four opposed 
and four in favor.
The application sparked a considerable storm 
with some aldermen saying council would be 
guilty of a breach of faith if it supported removal 
from the reserve. The application had been 
lurned down by an earlier council, but wa.s raised 
for reconsideration.
It proposed lo build single-family homes on 
three acres, part of the former holly farm on 
Wesley Road. After the motion passed rein­
troducing the item. Aid. Irene Block said it 
distressed her to sec the issue being revived when 
so many residents had asked the property remain 
in the reserve.
North Saanich council 
Monday took its first 
step toward a $14 
million waterworks 
improvement program 
with its approval lo draw 
up a borrowing bylaw.
Council will also 
apply to the provincial 
government for a grant 




Couvelier .said he would support any ap­
plication for removal of agricultural land within 
Saanich's urban containment boundary, but 
would not support removing land outside the 
boundary.
Trustee Gerry 
Kristianson will take up 
the gavel as Saanich 
school board chairman 




Murphy was also in­




While the Christmas season may 
be almost upon us, greenery atop 
Saanich school district construction 
greets passer.sby for another reason.
.According to German tradition, a 
richt-kranz spruce bough wreath was 
placed at the highest part of the 
school district’s new office building 
on Keating Cross Road last week by 
physical plant superintendent Hans 
Schneider.
“It tells everyone the structure is
sound and nearing completion,’’ says 
Schneider. As well, it was cause for 
celebration, including a round of 
beer for the site crew..
The 12,400 square-foot building, 
dcsign'ed by Schneider, will house the 
boardroom and staff offices 
currently located on 3rd Street in 
Sidney.
Construction of the two-storey 
building .should be completed by 
carlv March.
increase
. Saanich school 
b 0 a rd h a s a p p ro yed the 
additqiv : of .4 learning 
assistance, teachers for 
Du t rance ■ R Oad 
elementary school for 
the remainder of the 
school year. '
School director of 
instruction Claude 
Campbell outlitied an 
unexpected increase in 
grades one and two 
enrollment where 
learnitig assistance is 
retiuired.
Ihe :idd it tonal 
tissistance leartiitig time 
will he dividetl between 
eight gr.'tde one and two 
sttidetits, four frotn 
grades three and foitr 
and three from grade 
five.
•'"-ii* s'
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A
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Grief knows no time . . . sunrise or sunset 
the pain of loss comes at last lo each of us. 
When you need special underslanding and 
assistance in a time of sorrovd, remember 
we’re always here, ready to help . , . any time.





When the old Saanichton School on Mount 
Newton Crossroad was named a heritage 
building, it was moved Aug. 6 and 7 to a site 
on the Pat Bay Highway property of the 
Saanich Artifacts Society. Saanich 
Cablevision was on hand to record this event 
and an historical picture of the old school 
moving on Mount Newton Crossroad and 
adjacent to another old landmark, the Prairie 
Inn, was included for a future programme.
A nostalgic backward glance may be seen on 
channel 10 Thursday at 7 p.m., with three 
former students of the old school, two 
principals and the son of one of the original 
carpenters, all of whom are well-known 
residents of the peninsula.
Il may be of interest to note that this school 
had only two classrooms and in the early 
sixties the teacher-pupil ratio was one teacher 
for 45 pupils in grades 4, 5 and 6. At that time 
a portable classroom was added and staff 
increa.scd to three. Today, a new addition 
(officially opened Oct. 29, by the MLA Hugh 
Curtis) includes six new classrooms, new 
library area, office space and extension to 
.activity room. There is now a staff of 14 and 
enrolment is 243.
In those early days, both parents took an 
active’intcre.st and an early guest book shows 
Parent-Teacher Association members in 1950 
included 18 women and six men, The PTA 
rai.scd funds by having a refreshment booth at 
Saanichton Fair each Labour Day weekend- 
first under canvas and later a permanent 
structure.
Descendants of Wm. Thomson (who 
established the first school in the area and was- 
first chairman of the school board) are still 
attending the school in the persons of four 
grandchildren of R;E. Nirnmo. Mrs. Norma 
Sealey, another descendant, had her grand­
father Carmichael as secretary of the school 
board and her father was an early custodian.
It was 106 years after her great-great- 
grandfather Thomson was the first chairman, 
that Mrs. Sealey vyas also serving as chairman 
of school board for School District #63.
Your commcni.s and suggestions on this 
Gable 10 programme on Thurs, Dec. 4th at 
7:00 p.m. will be aprebiated by Saanich 
Cablevision.
Megan takes
Megan Soellner captured the Luella Goddard 
memorial trophy for showmanship at the annual 
Sunset Riding Club awards banquet held recently 
at the North Saanich Legion Hall.
More than 110 members turned out for the 
ceremonies, with winners based on points ac­
cumulated at horse shows held cRtring the year on 
club grounds at 10690 West Saanich Road.
Rowan Hives was runner-up for the Goddard 
Trophy. Meanwhile, other trophy winners in­
cluded: Wendi .Iordan on Wahnniokc-winner of 
the Urqhari Competitive Trail Ride; Rowan 
Hives on Patrick’s Pal-runiicr-iip; Wendi 
.lordan-winner of the playday participation; 
Scott Bakewell on Sugar-winner of the Mark 
Coppitigcr tnctnorial trophy for horse or pony of 
the year. Ann Biirclay on Te.x-winner of the 
Attderson trophy for most improved horse and 
rider; Ray Bakewell family-winner of the : 
Mittlteson trophy for ring etiquellc; G. Anderson 
on Comic Way-winner of the K, Saddler trophy 
for high point driving horse; and ritnner-up was 
A, Barclay on l ex,
Vicki Coppingcr on Droopy nnd C. Campbell 
on Stigitrwere winner and riiitner-Mp, rc.spcc- 
tivcly, for the Camirbell family trophy for high 
point drivitig pony; J. Yaies onSiardust and D, 
■lordatv on Scamper's Imtige finished first and 
sccottd for the Helps trophy itt the senior western 
pleasure category. . .
Iti tlic jiitiior western'pleasure class, Megan 
Soelltter look top spot on Schelnjra Bahar, while 
W. .Iordan on Walinaioke took second; F, 
Widdowstm on lliidwiescr and K, VVlddow.son on 
Host the Diamond tied for first place in tlie high 
point iMiglish horse class; Hiijlt point Hnglish 
pony winner wits Megan Soelltter on Scheliera 
Bahar, while ,1, Agombar on Smiles and Chuckles 
look I’lmitcr-iip spot.
Open iiiniper class saw R. Hives of I’ntrick's 
Hal take first with F, Widdowsoiton Biidwciser in 
second place. In the Green iitinper category it 
was N, Hives on Brock in first with J. Agombar 
on Smiles and (..’huckles nmiier-tip, Megan 
.Soclliici atiiiiii pliiced first in Ilie pony Jumper 
citiegory on her horse Schehera Bahar, while .1. 
Agombar finished second,
In Ilie open English plensiiro class, K. Hives 
capinred top spot on Patrick’s Ijal, while Megan 
bocllner on Schehera Bahar aiid .1, Yates on 
MatduM itinshcd Itva tic for second; High point 
western horse winner was ,1, Yiites on Siardnst, 
with D, .lordtin on Scamper'v Image and W. 




SHOP AT JONATHANS 
FOR GREAT SERVICE 




by Sweet Baby Jane 
and Landlubber 
sizes 7 to 13
»22®=t.*24»'
Large selection of 
sizing and colours


















See Many More In-Store Specials
JONATHAN S. LTD.
MEN’S & LADIES WEAR
TRAFALGAR SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER 
BRENTWOOD BAY
652-5722
SERVING THE PENINSULA SINCE 1977
w
MRp ONE HOm 
DRW CLEANERS






DEC. 1 - 13 —
Saanichton Location only
25% OFF ALL DRAPES
Como In and tako advantraQo of those specials 
On Now through Doc, '80!
20% OFF TO SENIOR CITIZENS ON REGULAR DRY CLEANING
OPEN MON. TO SAT. 
0 am to 6 pm 652-3410 1-HOUR SERVICE FROM 9 am - 3 pm DAILY
THIS COUPON IS GOOD FOR
TOWARDS REGULAR 
PROTESSSONAL DRVCLEANmG 
WITH ANY $6.00 ORDER 
DR MORE
it ll COUPON CUOU IHUU OCC. LO
